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Welcome!

am delighted to introduce you to
Amdahl's Education and Professional Services Division and the
many products and services we offer
in 1986.
The number of our Systems Education courses has grown by nearly 25
percent over the last two years. You
may choose today from more than 50
systems courses, covering MYS , YM,
Communications Systems, and Data
Systems. Our growth gives you new opportunities to choose the courses that
are right for you.
For beginning system programmers
in MYS, we now offer a program called
Entry-Level System Programming
Training. Tailored to fit individuals with
varying experience, the program offers
everything they need to become seasoned professionals.
For managers and key staff members
of data processing organizations, we
have expanded our Systems Consulting
Services. They include special consultation in five major project areas. Systems Consulting Services also provides
eight new seminars and workshops that
address important issues in data center
management.
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By the way, these offerings, like our
Systems Education courses, are open to
everyone in the industry. You do not
need to use Amdahl products to take
part in our courses. In fact, most of
our students are users of Amdahlcompatible systems. The instruction we
offer is strictly objective.
Our growth over the years is based
firmly on our commitment to quality,
especially the quality of our instructors.
They have long experience in work settings like those of their students.
Through their experience our instructors are well informed technically and
well versed in practical matters. And
they are excellent communicators. They
value the timely interaction that is essential to learning.
While we have expanded our offerings in Systems Education and Systems
Consulting Services, we have grown
geographically, too. Our National Education Center is in Santa Clara , California, and we now have regional centers
in Los Angeles, Houston, Chicago, and
Columbia, Maryland. A new regional
center will open soon in New York. We
currently provide courses in facilities
there and in Minneapolis, Detroit,
Washington , and Atlanta . We offer
courses outside the United States
through our centers in Canada and
Europe.
Your needs for education on your
own site can be served by our contract
courses or by our Education Multimedia Products. They are self- paced
courses and technical updates on videotape or audiotape.

We have a growing array of other
products and services, as well. To keep
your data center running smoothly, we
offer our Software Productivity Tools,
MAP and SURF/IMS. In addition, we
support Amdahl products through Product Education. Its offerings cover
Amdahl CPUs, Vector Processors,
Communications Systems Products,
and UTS*, a family of software products
certified by AT&T as a complete System/370 implementation of UNIXt
System Y Release 2.
In all , Amdahl's Education and
Professional Services Division has
more products and services for you in
1986 than ever before. I welcome your
interest.

~~

David H . Radack

General Manager
Education and Professional
Services Division

*UTS is a trademark of Amdah l Corporation .
is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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Systems Education

One of the key ingredients to running
large-scale systems is well-educated
people. Amdahl's Systems Education
curriculum was built to provide the
education. The curriculum began as a
series of courses for Amdahl's own system engineers. Then, through customer
feedback, Amdahl sensed a need to
provide the courses on a wider basis.
"We were constantly getting requests to
send somebody out to a site to teach
something, or to offer a special course,''
explains John Hannigan, head of Systems Education.
Today, Amdahl offers courses to all
large-systems users working with
industry-standard operating systems.
The curriculum provides the latest information on MYS, VM , Corrimunications Systems, and Data Systems.
Topics range from concepts and facilities to software internals to diagnostic
tuning and performance. Hannjgan is
especially proud of the internals
courses. "We present heavily detailed
internals materials,'' he says. These
courses are special in the marketplace.
Amdahl's teaching approach is also
special. Courses are geared to teaching
practical , usable skills. Many courses
give students hands-on experience with
live systems. For example, there is instruction and practice in dump reading
and in control block interpretation.
Many courses include labs, where students can apply what they have learned.
The one-on-one working atmosphere
encourages students to bring up issues
from their own shops.
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This pragmatic approach is due in
great part to the quality of the instructors. Instructors come from industry
backgrounds like those of their students, so they know first-hand the students' technical concerns. "We are very
selective in choosing instructors," says
Hannigan. "They are strong technically,
and they like people. They are sincerely
concerned that the students learn."
Just as the Systems Education curriculum was designed in response to the
marketplace, it is continually being updated to keep current. New courses are
added and exjsting courses modified as
the industry progresses. This year, for
instance, Amdahl is offering EntryLevel System Programmer Training, a
series of courses to educate system
programmers (see page 2:7).
Students who come to Systems Education can be certain of receiving practical , lively instruction.

SYSTEMS EDUCATION

MVS

"All of the education curriculum started
with MYS;' states curriculum manager
Ron Wolfe. And , as this industrystandard operating system has expanded, MYS courses 'just kept growing." From introductory courses such as
Concepts and Facilities to advanced
courses like Diag nostic Techniques,
Amdahl's MYS curriculum covers the
field.
MYS courses offer a blending of
knowledge and skills. Some courses
emphasize an in-depth understanding of
the operating system. In these courses,
Wolfe explains, "We give students the
theory, and they go back to their own
shop and do hands-on training." Other
courses emphasize skills. These courses
are "mixed in wherever appropriate"
throughout the curriculum. Students in
these courses gain specific skills - how
to install and maintain JES2, for example, o r how to identify faulty components in a system. But students also
gain essential background info rmation .
Skills courses are definitely the trend .
"Customers tell us they want practical
courses;' Wolfe says, "and we're tailoring the whole curriculum around what
the customers want." For 1986, he has
added two new skills courses and a
complete instructional I educational program fo r systems programmers. It will
train them "from the ground level up to
where they're able to install and maintain an operating system."

MVS Courses
MYS Concepts and Facilities

Job Control Language/Os Utilities
Assembler 1
MYS Assembler and Macro Workshop
MYS Supervisor and Data Management
Workshop
YSAM Workshop
YSAM Advanced Topics
Introduction to MYS
MYS System Fundamentals Works hop
MYS Performance Workshop
MYS Installation Workshop
SMP/E Maintenance Workshop
JES2 Customization Workshop
MYS Customization Workshop
MYS/S P! Structure and Flow
MYS/SP2 Structu re and Flow
MYS/S P2 Diag nostic Techniques
MYS Advanced Functions
M YS for Operators
JES2 for Operators
MYS/XA Differences
MYS/SP! Diagnostic Techniques

Ron Wolfe
MYS Curriculu m Manager

Ron Wolfe has come "full circle" as an
instructor. He began his career as a
high school mathematics teacher. Four
years later, unhappy with the classes he
was scheduled to teach, he left high
school teaching for data processing. He
had little background in the area-a
couple of classes in graduate school but it was enough to get him interested.
He went to work at B. F. Good rich. "I
was an off-the-street systems programmer;' he recalls. "They trained me from
the g round up."
In 1979 Wolfe came to Amdahl, having heard good things about the company from friends working there. He
was a systems engineer in technical
support. Then Wolfe's manager moved
to the education division, and "enticed
me to go to work for him."
An instructor o nce again, Wolfe
delights in "helping students learn
something. That's satisfying."
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SYSTEMS EDUCATION

VM

The virtual machine world is never
static. From the grandfather operating
system CP40, where VM has its roots,
to the newest release of VM/HPO , the
technology keeps moving. And Amdahl
education keeps students current with
the VM world.
"We offer a complete curriculum,
from entry-level courses like Concepts
and Facilities right up to internals-level
education," says VM curriculum manager Jim Turner.
The VM curriculum is heavily oriented to skills training. Except for introductory subjects, all courses have
labs. Nearly half of a typical course is
devoted to online time with terminals,
giving students plenty of opportunity to
practice what they have learned.
The VM curriculum is continually
updated in response to new releases of
VM. Two new courses are offered in
1986: HPO Internals, and HPO Difences. Turner feels that the latest
release of VM/HPO is sufficiently different from the VM/SP version that each
warrants its own internals course. The
HPO Differences course is intended to
bridge the gap as installations move
from SP to HPO.
One key factor in keeping VM education current is the quality of instruction. "The number one criterion for our
instructors is practical experience,"
Turner says. All the VM instructors
have worked as system engineers.
Turner notes one other criterion for
teaching-being outgoing. "We run our
courses informally. We are on a
friendly basis with the students."
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VM Courses
VM Concepts and Facilities
VM/CMS Workshop
VM Installation Workshop
CP Advanced Topics
CP Internals
HPO Differences
HPO Internals
CMS Advanced Topics
CMS Internals
VM Performance and Capacity
Planning
VM Diagnostic Techniques
VM for Operators
Jim Turner
VM Curriculum Manager

Jim Turner started out as an applications programmer for an insurance
company in the late 1960s. Back then ,
he says, the hardware was not very
powerful , but Turner was hooked on
programming. "I was lucky- I found
something I was good at."
The hardware improved, and Jim
Turner moved on to system programming. He worked on a good many operating systems that "no longer exist."
Then, in 1976, he took a job with a
company that was running VM. Turner
had found a system with a future, and
he has been working with it ever since.
Turner came to Amdahl in 1980 to do
field support for VM. He soon transferred to the education division. Amdahl's VM program was in its infancy,
and Turner liked "the challenge of
building a curriculum." He found something else he was good at- teaching.
Today, he's still building the curriculum
as well as teaching a full course load.

SYSTEMS EDUCATION

Communications
Systems
Amdahl began offering courses in communication systems in the late 1970s.
These courses were a means to train
Amdahl people to deal with the different communications software on the
market. In time, Amdahl's education division saw a need to offer courses to the
software users. To meet users' diverse
needs, Amdahl has developed a variety
of courses in the communications curriculum.
Teleprocessing Fundamentals introduces students to all areas within the
teleprocessing spectrum. Branching off
from there are courses that delve into
the externals and internals of communications software. These classes give an
in-depth understanding of how the
products work. To apply this knowledge, students can take skills-oriented
classes, which are designed to develop
diagnostic capability. Curriculum manager and instructor Dave Michels gives
an example: "We supply a dump of a
Network Control Program that has
abended. The students have to find out
where the code failed." Skills courses
have proved so popular that Communications Systems is offering two new
ones this year, ACF/ VTAM Problem
Analysis Workshop, and ACF/NCP
Problem Analysis Workshop.
Indeed, it is student feedback that
helps shape· the courses. During class
breaks, Michels talks informally with
the students. This gives him a sense of
the knowledge and skills they need on
the j ob. Then, he says, "I turn around
and use that to further develop courses."

Communications Systems Courses
Teleprocessing Fundamentals
Network Planning Workshop
ACF/VTAM Installation Workshop
ACF/ NCP Installation Workshop
SNA Problem Analysis Workshop
ACF/VTAM Internals
ACF/VTAM Problem Analysis
Workshop
ACF/ NCP Problem Analysis Workshop
3705/4705 Architecture and Network
Control Program

Dave Michels
Communications Systems Curriculum
Manager

Dave Michels "came up through the
ranks." Afte r a course of study in computers, he took a job as an operator.
When things were slow, he got hold of
the programmers' books and continued
hi s education. Eventually, he went into
systems programming. With his varied
background, Michels jokes, "not only
can I tell you how operating systems
work, I can mount tapes on a tape drive
faster than any two people you've ever
seen ."
As a systems engineer at Amdahl,
Michels attended a VTAM course and
was intrigued at the idea of teaching. So
he learned the material and started
teaching the VTAM course. He fou nd
that he had a knack for teaching, for
getting the students to visualize abstract
concepts and "relate them to reality."
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SYSTEMS EDUCATION

Data Systems
The data systems curriculum is devoted
to one data base system - IMS, Information Management System. It takes a sophisticated system like IMS to organize
large batches of data and control the access of user application programs to its
files. And it takes a full curriculum in
data systems to give students access to
the full power of IMS.
Curriculum manager and instructor
Dave Young has organized the curriculum to do just that. An introductory
course lets beginners in IMS evaluate
where they fit best. From there, the
curriculum branches into various
specialties. "Students can progress
through the program of study and gain
a good knowledge base in IMs;' Young
emphasizes.
Along with that knowledge base
comes plenty of hands-on experience.
"Students do real-life things in class,
like debugg ing dumps to find out what's
wrong with a system;' explains Young.
In the Performance and Tuning course,
for example, students bring in from
their own companies DC Monitor
reports that detail specific performance
problems. After discussing the reports
in class, students go back to work and
apply what they have learned to solve
the problems.
Young strives to keep the Data Systems curriculum current. Courses are
updated to keep pace with new releases
of IMS.
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Data Systems Courses
Concepts and Facilities
Data Base Design
IMS/VS Installation Workshop
IMS/VS Problem Determination
IMS/ VS Data Base/Data Communications Performance and Tuning
Introduction to Relational Data Bases
and DB2
IMS/VS Data Base/Data Communications Appl ications Programming
with MFS
IMS/VS Recovery/Restart
IMS/VS Fast Path Implementation
IMS/VS
IMS/VS

Dave Young
Data Systems Curriculum Manager

Dave Young abandoned a career as a
music teacher when he became interested in computers. He took a job as an
operator, knew he had made the right
move, and went o n to get a master's degree in computer science. "I was having
so much fun;' he says, "that I hung
around the university and taught computer science."
Young began by teaching the basics COBOL and assembler courses. Soon,
he was drawn to the IMS world. He began teaching and developing courses in
data base systems and teleprocessing, as
well as consulting fo r IMS users in the
Chicago area.
In 1982 Young came to Amdahl's
education division, where he has been
able to combine all three interests teaching, developing a curriculum, and
working with "real world" users. And,
as he says, 'Tm still having fu n, teaching and learning."

Terms and
Conditions

Amdahl and the customer agree that the
courses, seminars, and workshops
whose schedules appear in this catalog
are purchased in accordance with the
following terms and conditions.
The word course(s) below refers to all
three kinds of scheduled offerings.

Continuing Education Units

Licenses and Licensed Materials

Continuing education units are awarded for
the successful completion of courses. A transcript show ing a student's completed courses
and units is available on request from the
National Education Center.

By enrollment and attendance in Amdahl
courses, the customer is presumed to have
met the prerequisites stated in this catalog
regarding licenses to software products. It is
the customer's responsibility to ascertain
license status and to represent this license
status accurately to Amdahl.
The customer enrolled in an Amdahl
course for which a license is a prerequisite
may either bring the customer's own licensed
copy of appropriate licensed materials to the
course or, for the duration of the course, use
additional copies of such materials licensed
to Amdahl. If the customer uses licensed
reference materials provided by Amdahl, the
customer must return these materials to Amdahl at the completion of the course.

Tuition Discounts

Changes and Cancellations

A prepayment discount of 5 percent is given
when payment for a course is received at
least ten (10) working days prior to the
course start date.
A bas ic discount of 5 percent is given to
cu rrent members of the Amdahl Users
Group (AUG). This discount increases to
7 percent when payment for a course purchased by a current member of the Amdahl
Users Group is received at least ten (10)
working days prior to the course start date. If
your organization belongs to the AUG,
please provide that information on the Customer Enrollment Request form when
registering.
A contract discount is available to a customer committed to spending at least
$50,000 on a single agreement for courses
offered in the United States. For further information, contact the National Education
Center.

Prices for courses are subject to change
without notification.
Courses, seminars, and workshops may
cease to be offered at any time without notification. ·The content of these offerings may
vary at Amdahl's discretion. The customer
should confirm cou rse content at enroll ment
time.
Amdahl undertakes to provide classroom
education for the course(s) specified on the
Customer Education Enrollment Request
form. However, Amdahl may cancel or
reschedule any course by providing the customer with a Notification of Cancellation at
least ten (10) working days prior to the
course start date. The customer may then enroll in the next available offering of the
course, or cancel the enrollment.
The customer who has confirmed enroll ment in a specific course may cancel or
change the e nrollment ten (10) or more
working days before the scheduled start date
of the course and receive a full refund . If the
customer cancels the enroll ment Jess than
ten (10) working days before the scheduled
start date of the course, the customer is subj ect to a late-cancellation fee of 25 percent of
full tuition. lfthe customer cancels the enrollment on or after the scheduled start date,
the customer will be charged full tuition.
A mdahl shall not be liable for any failure
to perform services due to any cause or condition beyond Amdahl's reasonable control.

Tax Deductions
United States Treasury regulation 1.162.5
may permit an income tax deduction for
educational expenses undertaken to
(1) maintain or improve skills required in
one's employment or other trade or business;
or (2) meet express requirements of an employer or a law imposed as a condition of
retention of employment, j ob status, or rate
of compensation.

Copyright
No right is granted to reproduce, in whole or
in part, in any form, or by any means, the
education materials provided by Amdahl.
Use of recording equipment in classrooms is
not permitted without prior written approval
by Amdahl.

Courses on Customer Premises
Courses on customer premises will be
scheduled by mutual agreement between the
customer and the National Education Center. The requested sta rt date for a course on
customer premises must be within one year
of the initial request date.
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Systems Consulting
Services

Projects
In the dynamic world of data processing, the challenges rarely come on
schedule. A new issue comes up, a
problem proves knotty, the technology
races ahead, and managers need to
meet these challenges while keeping the
business running. Amdahl's Systems
Consulting Services can help.
The consulting services are built on a
firm practical foundation . Consultants
are technically current and know how
to apply specific knowledge in a pragmatic way. "It's a kick-the-box-andmake-it-work kind of knowledge;' says
Diane Fasel, manager of Professional
Services Operations. That knowledge is
put to work in an objective evaluation
of customers' needs.
Because most customers are multivendor shops, Amdahl consultants have
to be unbiased to do the job. With this
approach, Systems Consulting Services
has earned a reputation for providing
fresh ideas in a timely manner. "The
bottom line;' Fasel says, "is that customer's get a solution to their business
problem -whatever it is."
Each Amdahl consultant is a seasoned professional, with at least a
dozen years of technical experience.
Each is a skilled communicator, able to
discuss the concern of both technical
and management personnel. And each
has experience in project management,
including responsibility for budgets and
deadlines.
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However, the key word in Systems
Consulting Services is teamwork. The
consultants do not work as isolated
experts - they are part of the larger Amdahl team. If a customer's situation requires, say, the expertise of Amdahl's
engineering department, that expertise
is available.
The teamwork approach also includes
customers, too. Consultants work with
customers in a joint effort. "It's more
than just doing something for the customers;' says Fasel. "It's teamwork,
transferring expertise to the customers
so they can continue to meet business
challenges."
Fasel explains this philosophy in
terms of fishing. "Typically, a hardware
vendor gives the customer a single
fish - this is the right size of processor
or the number of DASD needed. Systems Consulting Services offers teaching about fishing. That may mean
sitting on the dock and helping the customer put bait on the hook. The customer will get some fish. But the main
thing is that when the consultant leaves,
the customer can continue fishing."
Systems Consulting Services offers
three types of service: projects, seminars, and workshops. They are
described here in brief. For further information about them, please use one
of the business reply cards at the center
of this catalog. To enroll in a seminar
or workshop, please use the Customer
Education Enrollment Request form
there, or call 800-538-8460, extension
6393.

This type of service ranges from
reviews of project plans to assistance
with problem resolution or with strategic planning and implementation.
A consulting project begins with a
"Statement of Work." It is an outline
prepared according to the customer's
needs, part of Amdahl's team approach.
Amdahl representatives sit down with
the customer to put together a joint
working agreement that states exactly
what is to be done. The purpose of the
project is explained, along with a stepby-step work plan. The deliverables are
laid out. Fees, a time schedule, and
responsibilities for both the customer
and Amdahl are spelled out. This work
statement ensures that the consulting
services fulfill the customer's objectives. ,.·

SYSTEMS CONSULTING SERVICES

A consulting project may cover any
of the five following areas :

Performance Analysis and Capacity
Management
"The major emphasis here," says Fasel, "is
working with the customers to establish ongoing capacity planning or analysis of system perfo rmance." Consul tants can provide
a spec ific capacity plan or recommend a
certain size of mainframe. But they do more
than specify a single configuration. Amdahl's consul tants also foc us o n methodology, procedu re, fun ctio ns , and
o rganization ...:•so the custo mer can carry on
a fterward." A typical proj ect in this area
may prov ide a DASO planning review, an
MYS tuning workshop, a virtual sto rage constrai nt relief study, or a MAP study._(MAP,
o r Modeling and Analysis Package, is an
analytic modeli ng tool fo r computer systems.)
In the MYS tuning workshop, for example,
consultants faci litate o ne complete system
tuning cycle and prov ide a tuning methodol ogy. T hey gather data fo r critical time
periods and highlight specific performance
issues. The consultants conduct one workshop to implement change and a second to
a nalyze the results and identi fy additional
tuning needs. They submit their tuning analysis, recommendations, and results in a
written summary.

Data Center Management
The foc us here is o n improving the operatio n of the data center. "We arc respo nding
to actual business needs;' Fasel says, "so we
offe r pragmat ic solutio ns." These solutions
may he lp the customer solve management
problems, improve work flow, o r plan for
future growth . A typical project may offer a
problem-and-cha nge manageme nt rev iew,
security and contingency pla nning, a service
level management rev iew, or a data center
audit. In a data center audit, for example, a
team of consultants conducts o n-site work
sessio ns and interviews to analyze the data
processing environment. The analysis can
be general or pinpoint specific areas of concern . T he team then recommends, in a written report, methods to enhance productivity.

Communications Network
Management
The aim in this area is to offer an objective,
experienced guide to the rapidly changing
netwo rk environme nt. Fasel sees it as a
"marriage of technical and management
issues - bring ing the technical details of
communications into perspective to meet
management objectives." A proj ect may include a network plan review, assistance with
network desig n, or help in implementing a
network.
Jn a network plan rev iew, for instance, the
consulting team analyzes the c ustomer's existing network plan in relation to the network's busi ness objectives. T his involves
interviews with management, technical people, and fi nancial administrato rs. T he team
cond ucts on-site work sessions and delivers
a writte n report of ana lysis and suggestio ns.

Data Base/Data Communications
Management
A project in this area offers assistance with
such data base drivers as IMS, c1cs, and
IDMS. One project includes the use of
SURF/IMS (System Uti lizatio n Reporting Facil ity fo r IMS/VS), a tool used in testing appl ication prototypes. Other proj ects offered
are an appl ication design review or a perfo rmance/avai labili ty audit. According to
Fasel, "These arc two sides of the same
coin."

The application design review employs
work sessions to examine system architecture, physical data design, and programming
techn iques. T he review is an economical
way to find pote ntial fl aws in a design before
it goes into production. The other side of
the coin, the audit, examines the perfo rmance of the data base application after
production is underway.

Data Processing Planning
The focus here is on plan ning ta ilored to
specific customer needs. A project may provide strategic pl anning, conversion planning, in fo rmation system planning, o r
staffi ng and o rgan ization pl anning. To assist
planning, the project may analyze and
evaluate end-user computing, distributed
process ing, software needs, o r installation
requirements.
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SYSTEMS CONSULTING SERVICES

Seminars and
Workshops
Systems Consulting Seminars grew out
of consulting projects. The seminars
give customers an opportunity to discuss current issues in data processing
management. They are conducted by
consultants who have worked on
projects in which the issues were centrally important.
Workshops offer hands-on training in
technical skills. The subject matter of
each workshop is applied to specific
customer concerns to give the customer
both immediate results and a methodology for continuing use.

Data Processing Concepts
for Business Professionals
The seminar is designed to provide an introduction to hardware, software, the data
processing organization, how applications
are developed, how users can do things for
themselves, and how they can influence the
offerings and service levels of a data
processing organization. The seminar is for
managers and others who have little or no
experience of data processing facilities but
who wish to make effective use of them .

Days

Tuition

02

$695

LDcation

Dates

Columbia
Houston

02/12-02/13
04/23- 04/24

Effective Storage Management
This seminar is designed to improve an organization's understanding of the performance, capacity, and management options
in data storage hardware and software. The
seminar also explores the related staffing
and business issues that surround the rapidly accelerating storage needs most data
centers are experiencing. This seminar is
for data processing managers, technical support managers, and operational staff responsible for DASO management or acquisition .
Participants should have a basic understanding of storage devices and of data management in a System/370 architecture
environment.

Days

Tuition

02

$695

LDcation

Dates

Santa Clara
Los Angeles
Chicago

01 /29 - 01/30
03/12-03/13
04/30- 05/01

Tl Today and Tommorrow
This seminar is designed to provide an
unde rstanding of the T 1 network from a
teleprocessing network view. It provides
detailed knowledge to enable a participant to
select the appropriate type of hardware for
an installation's teleprocessing applications
and to implement a "real world" Tl network. The seminar is for telecommunications managers and staff whose primary
responsibilities include designing or evaluating T 1 networks.

Days

Tuition

02

S695

l.Dcation

Dates

Los Angeles
Santa Clara
New York
Columbia

01/21-01/22
02/25 - 02/26
04/ 15 - 04/16
06125 - 06/26

Modeling and Analysis Planning
Workshop
This workshop introduces a modeling methodology designed to help capacity planners
meet management objectives for throughput, response time, and computer resource
planning. The methodology is reinforced by
extensive use of case studies. Employing
MAP (Amdahl's Modeling and Analysis
Package, described on page 20 of this catalog), workshop participants spend more
than half their time constructing models,
ranging from a simplified analysis of their
own data to a complex prediction of TSO response time for a CPU-constrained system
with shared DASO . Special emphasis is
placed on model validation and 110 modification analysis. The workshop is for
capacity planners and/or performance
analysts responsible for the design and
evaluation of computer system configurations. Participants should have a working
knowledge of MYS terminology, and bring
with the m their own installation performance data for building a computer system
model (such as a two-hour RMF report
representing a critical performance period,
an IPS listing, and a configuration chart).

Days

Tuition

03

$1,200

LDcation

Dates

Santa Clara
Columbia
Chicago

02/05 - 02/07
04/23 - 04/25
06/25 - 06127

SYSTEMS CONSULTING SERVICES

Capacity Planning Workshop

Project Manager's Workshop

Project Estimating Workshop

Pl anning methodology is central to this
wo rkshop. Participants learn methods of
describing a nd a nalyzing workl oads and
syste m configurations and performance.
These methods facilitate planning in order
to achieve data processing goals and overall
goals of the organizatio n. T he workshop is
fo r managers and othe rs respo nsible for the
setti ng and implementation of plans to meet
capacity require ments.

Us ing a lecture and lab format, this workshop offers pa rticipants practical solutions to
project problems that cause cost overruns,
late deliverables, and the de livery of
projects of marginal quality. It also provides
lab exercises aimed at improving project
skills in the areas of planning, scheduling,
controlling, tracking, and estimating. The
labs consist of case studies and exercises to
provide hands-on reinforcement of classroom materials.
T he workshop is for managers, project
managers, project leaders, tea m leade rs,
senio r analysts, and senior planners. Partic ipants should have fam iliarity with the
proj ect life cycle and a minimum of three
years of project experience, including at
least one year in a leadership role.

The proj ect estimating workshop is
designed in a lecture and lab format to provide participants with meaningfu l exercises
and case studies ai med at exploring basic
estimating principles, various estimating
techniques, and procedures fo r validating
and confirmi ng estimates for applicatio n develo pme nt. In additio n, labs develop skills
in the a reas of planning, estimating, and
schedul ing. T he labs consist of case studies
and exercises to provide hands-on reinforcement of classroom materials.
T his worksho p is fo r managers, project
managers, project leaders, and senio r
analysts. Participants should have direct
working expe rie nce with the estimating process, fa miliarity with the proj ect li fe cycle,
and a minimum of three years of project expe rience, including at least one year in a
leadership role.

Days

Tuition

02

$695

Location

Dates

Houston
Columbia

03124 - 03125
05120 - 05/21

CICS/VS Performance Tuning
Workshop
T his workshop defines a performance and
tuning methodology for evaluating CICSIVS
system performa nce. In addition, !he workshop provides clear guidelines on how to
correct performance bottlenecks. It identifies the monitoring tools available to measure perfo rmance, and it explains how to
use the coll ected informatio n to make
speci fic changes to improve performance.
The wo rksho p is fo r system programmers,
ope ratio ns analysts, system analysts, senior
appl ication programmers, and technically
orie nted data processing managers responsibl e for CtCSIVS pe rfo rmance.

Days

Tuition

03

Sl,050

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
New York
Santa Clara

01/21 - 01/23
02/ 11 - 02/13
04/08-04/10

Days

Tuition

03

$1,050

Location

Dates

Los Angeles
Columbia
New York
Santa Clara
Chicago

02124- 02/26
04/07-04/09
05105- 05107
06/09-06/ 11
06123 - 06125

Days

Tuition

02

$695

Location

Dates

Los Angeles
Columbia
New York
Santa Clara
Chicago

02127 - 02128
04/10-04/11
05/08 - 05/09
06/12- 06/13
06/26-06/27
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Education
Multimedia Products

Keeping Current
In the information-rich world of data
processing, education is vital. However,
professionals in this fast-paced industry
cannot always take the time to attend a
course. But there is an alternative: Education Multimedia Products. These
products let people buy time.
Education Multimedia Products offer
information packaged in videotapes or
audiotapes. Supplemental written
materials are provided to augment the
taped presentations. This format gives
users a convenient, portable "educator"
for instruction at home, in the office, or
as the focal point of group study. Because the format allows self-pacing,
users have complete control of the
learning process. "This is a timeefficient, money-efficient way 'to get
information and training," says manager
Linda Manry. "It helps you keep up
with a rapidly changing field and become more effective on the job."
The multimedia products feature the
technical expertise of Amdahl's instructional staff. "We have the technical talent base to create quality education;'
Manry explains. "We developed courses
to train our own people, and we made
the same courses available to customers
in the marketplace. Now we're packaging that same good quality education in
a multimedia format." Multimedia instructors are the people who create and
teach Amdahl courses, who develop
software products, and who know their
topics through hands-on experience.
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Education Multimedia Products are
developed in three general area. One,
known as Keeping Current, is a series
that presents current information on a
wide range of technical subjects.
Another area is CPU Operator Training, which gives training on Amdahl
products. A third area, just coming off
the drawing board, will offer courses in
communications and computer systems.
"Multimedia products is now at a pivotal point;' says Manry. "We're growing,
we're developing a broader line of
products. When you think about multimedia education, look to Amdahl."
Here are brief descriptions of Keeping Current and CPU Operator Training. For further information, please use
one of the business reply cards at the
center of this catalog.

Keeping Current products offer timely,
reliable technical answers to pressing
questions: "How can I get maximum
performance out of VSAM?" "Under
what conditions will IMS/VS Fast Path
improve response time, and what are
the drawbacks to using it?"
The answers to such questions are
provided by industry experts. They
specialize in analyzing and evaluating
important developments in data processing. The tapes they produce offer
the objectivity of a research staff at a
fraction of the cost. The information is
designed specifically for senior technicians and technical managers.
The Keeping Current tapes are, in
effect, in-depth presentations of technically complex topics. Certain tapes that
are no longer on the leading edge may
be available through other vendors, but
the newest and most current tapes are
offered only by Amdahl.
The Keeping Current tapes run from
30 to 60 minutes and are accompanied
by written materials. Offerings are
listed on the facing page.

EDUCATION MULTIMEDIA PROOUCTS

CPU Operator Training

Keeping Current Tapes
VSAM Performance Considerations (release
date November 1981)
ACF/VTAM: Selected Topics (June 1982)
MVS/SPl.3: Functional Characteristics (September 1982)
MYS/SP 1.3: JES2 Considerations (September
1982)
MYS/SPl.3: Storage Management (October
1982)
MVS/XA Planning Overview (December
1982)
NCP Update: Changes Since ACF/NCP R2.l
(January 1983)
CMS/SP Release 2 Considerations (February
1983)
Planning for x.25 in an SNA Environment
(June 1983)
IMS/VS Fast Path Considerations (July 1983)
SMP/E: Function and Usability (September
1983)
IMS/VS Performance Studies: Access
Methods Comparisons (March 1984)
MVS/XA 110 Subsystem : Functional Characteristics (January 1984)
c rcs Applications: Design for Performance
(November 1984)
VM/SP HPO Features and Enhancements
(April 1985)
MYS Online Dump Analysis (May 1985)

Amdahl has two families of powerful
general purpose processors that run
industry-standard software: the 470 Series and the 580 Series. Training in how
to operate these processors is available
in courses on videotape. The videotape
format has several advantages. It is convenient to use at home or at the office,
and it is time-efficient. As manager
Linda Manry notes, "Customers can
use the tapes at their own companies to
train operators at their own pace." The
courses. can be leased on a monthly, annual, or one-time basis.
Each course is made up of several
modules, or lessons. A module consists
of a 10- to 15-minute videotape, workbook exercises, and supplementary
readings. The modular format can be
used by a number of students at one
time.

4 70 Basic Operations
This five-module course introduces computer operators to the basic procedures used
to operate the 470 system. The first four
modules describe the seven functional units
that make up the machine architecture as
well as the console features used by the
operator. T he fina l module presents some
typical problems and the procedures used to
resolve them . As a prerequisite, students
must be fa miliar with general data processing terminology and concepts. The package
includes five videotapes and a student
workbook.

470 Problem Determination
This course gives operations staff the information necessary to diagnose certain hardware and software problems on the 470
system. Symptom recognition, recording of
pertinent system data, and corrective actions
are covered in five modules. The 470 Basic
Operations course, or equ ivalent experience, is a prerequisite. The package includes eight videotapes, two programmed
instruction texts, a course manager's handbook, and a reference notebook.

580 Basic Operations
This course introduces operators to the
basic procedures used to operate the 580
system. The course is appl icable only to
systems that have MACROCODE installed. In
six modules, the course introduces the hardware components and describes normal
operations such as power on/off and the
loading a nd operating system . A familiarity
with general data processing terminology
and concepts is required . The package includes six videotapes and a student
workbook.

580 Problem Determination
This course gives operations staff the information necessary to diagnose certain hardware and software problems on the 580
system. In eight modules, the course covers
monitoring the system's functional status,
learning what tools to use to obtain information about the system, and taking prompt
corrective action. The 580 Basic Operations
cou rse, or equivalent experience, is a
prerequisite. The package includes eight
videotapes and a student workbook.
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Software
Productivity Tools

MAP
How does a computer system grow?
The user installs a new C P U, adds more
DAS O , tries out a new software release.
Such changes, however, can have an impact on the total system perfo rmance.
The wise user plans these changes to fit
the requirements for the capacity of the
system .
Amdahl offers two software productivity tools that help users plan and
manage the growth of computer systems. By representing alterations in the
hardware and software environments,
these tools allow users to evaluate system performance and predict the impact
of changes. Thus the users- rather than
the vendors- determine what they need
and when. These software productivity
tools give users control over their
environments.
The tools are called MAP (Modeling
and Analysis Package)* and SURF/IMS
(System Utilization Reporting Facility
for IM S/VS). MAP models an entire
computer system and its various workloads. SURF/IMS focuses in great detail
on one part of that world, the IM S/VS
enviro nment.
Both MAP and SURF/ IMS are
described here. For further information, please use one of the business
reply cards at the center of this catalog.

* MAP was developed for Amdahl by Quantitative System Pe rformance (QSP) Incorporated ,
Seattle, Washington.
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MAP is a quick, convenient, and economical way to answer "What if. .. ?"
questions such as: "What if my transaction rate doubles? How is that going to
affect my system perfo rmance?" With
MAP, users can evaluate their computer
systems and predict how workload
growth , upgrades, and configuration
changes may affect performance.
MAP uses the latest techniques in
analytical modeling for capacity planning and performance prediction. A
system's hardware and software are
represented as a network of servers and
workloads. Each server, such as the
CPU, has a capacity to service the
workloads. By calculating the workload
demand on the servers, MAP predicts
the limits of the system.
MAP can model configurations of
both existing and new hardware and
software. As changes are made to the
model , MAP automatically recalculates
and reports the effects of the cha,nges
throughout the system. With this information , users can predict response
times as well as utilizations, residence
times, the effects of shared DASO, and
queue lengths for the CPU and for individual devices.

Convenient commands let MA P users
individually specify channels, controllers, strings, pathing schemes, and
DASD. In addition, the MAP commands
can be extended by the command language EXEC, which allows users to
build new commands tailored to their
own systems.
MAP models most operating system
environments, including MYS,
MYS/XA , YM , YS l , DOS/YE, ACP, and
others. It executes interactively under
either MYS/TSO or YM /CMS.

SOFTWARE PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS

SURF/IMS

In the IM S/VS world, critical business
applications depend on the successful
operation of the system. But users are
often faced with questions such as
"What is the new release of IMS/VA going to do to my operation?" Users can
depend on SURF/ IMS to answer such
questions. SURF/IMS is an application
prototyping tool for managing the entire
IMS/VS environment.
Rather than building a mathematical
model, as MAP does, SURF/I MS actually executes the system software found
in production environments. "SURF exercises the system and you observe
what happens;' explains developer Ted
Van Duyn. A synthetic application
program is constructed and run like a
re_al production application. Users can
see the impact of various configurations
as the demonstration proceeds.
SURF/IMS can be used to test system
software performance and capacity. As
Van Duyn says, "You put in a new piece
of software and test-drive it." SURF/IMS
also tests new releases of software and
hardware. "You've been driving a station wagon and want to switch to a
Porsche," Van Duyn continues. "SURF
lets you check out that Porsche before
buying it." Finally, SURF/ IMS prototypes both new and existing applications. Van Duyn completes the analogy:
"It's like designing a Porsche to carry
five people." Users can design an application and see its impact before they
decide whether to implement it.

SURF/ IMS is fast , flexi ble, and convenient. Whereas a real application can
take years to develop and implement,
the SURF/ IMS program can be built in
weeks. Users can change application
characteristics or the workload composition at any time to see how those
changes affect the system. "There's no
other product like it in the marketplace," says Van Duyn.
How does a computer system grow?
With MAP and SURF/IMS, it grows under the user's control.
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Product Education

Communications
Systems Products
Amdahl offers an integrated product
line to the large-systems user. This
ranges from mainframe processors and
complementary software to storage
devices and communications products.
One more link completes the product
system: education.
Product Education is designed to give
customers whatever training is required
to make them proficient in the
mechanics of Amdahl products. The
courses focus on four product areas:
CPU operator training, communications
systems products, vector processors,
and UTS.
The courses covering CPU operator
training are available as Education Multimedia Products, described 0!1 pages
18 and 19. Information about the other
courses in Product Education follows.
For further information, please use one
of the business reply cards at the center
of this catalog.

Amdahl offers a complete network of
communications systems products.
Teaching customers how to operate
these products-and how to configure
them so that they work together - is the
purpose of education in Communications Systems Products. "We provide a
comprehensive communications networking education;' says product manager Randy Reed.
The courses are in a lecture/lab format. Labs and in-class exercises give
students hands-on instruction and reinforce the concepts discussed in lectures.
"All the instructors have been out in the
field, doing installation, maintenance
and repair, and troubleshooting," notes
Reed. This first-hand experience with
the equipment assures that the courses
will meet the practical needs of
students.
The following courses are available:

4410 Network Processor
(Phase 5 Software)
The basic eight-day course takes students
through all the steps necessary to effectively
operate and configure an Amdahl 4410 network processor system. Students are offered
a functional description of major system
components as well as a conceptualized version of data flow, cold start procedures, and
basic diagnostic routines. In addition, this
course explains in detail how to prepare for,
code, and generate the network processor
definitions required to implement an
Amdahl 4410 in an x.25 packet network.
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4460 Mixed Protocol Network
Concentrator (B03 Software)
This eight-day course begins with instruction in 4404 Network Administration operations and continues with detailed
information on asynchronous, bisynchronous, and RJE network concentrator
configuration.

4470E SNA Network Concentrator
(B03 Software)
Beside covering 4404 Network Administration operations, this five-day course
describes associated parameters involved
with the generation and implementation of
an Amdahl 4470E Network Concentrator in
an SNA environment.

4475 SNA Financial Network
Concentrator (B03 Software)
This five-day course begins with instruction
in the operations of a 4404 Network Administrator and continues with detailed configuration information for the Amdahl 4475
Network Concentrator supporting 3600 and
4700 finance communication systems and
their associated SNA devices.

4415 X.25-to-X.25 Network
Concentrator (B03 Software)
This three-day course is designed to provide
students with configuration-generation information relative to Amdahl's 4415 Network Concentrator. The course does not
cover 4404 Network Administration operations and requires prior attendance in a
course that does.

PRODUCT EDUCATION

2211 Multiplexer
This three-day course on the operations and
configuration of Amdahl's 2211 Tl Multiplexer covers such topics as network management concepts, system operations,
mechanics of configuration, and basic
trouble-shooting techniques.

In addition , the following courses are
available on a contract basis:
4410 Network Processor (Phase 4.1
Software)
4440 Asynchronous NC Configuration
(BO! Software)
4440 Asynchronous NC Configuration
(B03 Software)
4450 Bisynchronous NC Configuration
(BOl Software)
4450 Bisy nchronous NC Configuration
(B03 Software)
4460 Mixed Protocol NC Configuration
(BOl Software)
4470 SNA NC Configuration (B01
Software)

Vector Processors

UTS

For high-speed scientific application
programming, Amdahl offers the 500,
1100, 1200, and 1400 Vector Processors.
These are supercomputers, with hardware that enables them to do vector
operations. Because the processors are
compatible with the widely used System/370 scientific application software,
they support Fortran application programs. The vector processors feature an
advanced set of software tools, including an automatic vectoring compiler,
Fortran 77/VP, and interactive program
development and tuning aids.

UTS* is Amdahl's family of software

Vector Processor Operations
This course gives operations staff the practical knowledge required to operate the Amdahl vector processors. Topics covered are
an introduction to supercomputers, vector
processor architecture, the power on/off
process, IPL procedures, and monitoring the
console. Students should be familiar with
operating techniques for large systems and
with the Job Entry System (JES 2/3).

Vector Processor Application
Development System Workshop
This course focuses on vector processor
hardware and the associated software used
to develop, debug, and optimize Fortran 77
applications that run on Amdahl vector
processors. Topics include the Fortran
77/vp compiler, the Fortran tuner, the interactive vectorizer, DOCK/ FORT77, and application optimization. Prerequisites are a
working knowledge of Fortran 77, of an
interactive system such as TSO or SPF, and
of OS/JCL and utility programs.

products that bring the advantages of
the UNDCt operating system to the large
mainframe user and the advantages of a
large mainframe to the UNIX user.
UTS has been certified by AT&T as a
complete System/370 implementation of
UNIX System v Release 2. UTS gives
users access to the full range of UNIX
facilities for program development,
document preparation, and communications.
Amdahl has adapted the UNIX software for the System/370 architecture
and has added enhancements for the
use of the system in a large mainframe
environment. UTS includes utilities to
allow UTS users to communicate with
MYS and VM operating systems, as well
as the standard UNIX utilities for communicating with other UNIX systems.
The full-screen 3270 terminal support
allows use of additional mainframe features, such as the unique UTS fullscreen editor. The UTS/F program
product adds full duplex ASCII terminal
support, a llowing communications and
terminal support compatible with other
UNIX systems.
The following courses are available:
UTS Fundamentals
UTS Systems Administration
UTS for Operators
UTS Differences from UNIX
UTS Structure and Diagnostics
UTS Performance and Capacity
Planning
UTS FOX Basics and Installation
*UTS is a trademark of Amdahl Corporation .
t uNrX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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SYSTEMS EDUCATION COURSES

MVS

MVS Curriculum
MVS Concepts and
Facilities, page 28

tThis course is part of Amdahl's Entry-level System
Programmer Training, described on the facing page.

*This is a nonscheduled course, available by contract
for presentation on a customer's premises. For further
information, call 800-538-8460, extension 6393.
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Entry-Level
System Programmer
Training

Every organization with an operating
system has the need to educate its personnel in using the system software. In
response to this need, Amdahl has developed a program to provide entrylevel instruction in system programming. The goal is to turn out productive
programmers capable of generating and
maintaining an MYS operating system.
A joint effort involving the student,
the student's employer, and Amdahl,
the program combines formal classes at
Amdahl's education centers with
follow-up training at the student's own
job site. This individualized approach
results in efficient, effective learning.
Because an individual's previous
experience and education will vary,
Amdahl works with an adviser from the
student's company to map out the educational program for each student.
The program includes eight courses
that feature the most current information plus hands-on instruction:
Job Control Language/OS Utilities
Assembler l
MYS Assembler and Macro Workshop
Introduction to MYS
MYS System Fundamentals Workshop
YSAM Workshop
MYS Installation Workshop
SMP/E Maintenance Workshop

In the intervals between courses,
usually a month or more, the student
works on projects that apply the newly
acquired knowledge to the job at hand.
Amdahl develops these assignments
with each student's unique work in
mind. The student completes them
under the guidance of a company adviser, with an Amdahl consultant available by phone. In this way, Amdahl and
the employer work together for the student's and the company's mutual benefit.
Most students will complete the program in 12 to 18 months, although it is
flexible enough to accommodate students who need more time. Upon completion, each student will be awarded a
certificate of completion and the appropriate number of continuing education
units.
Amdahl's Entry-Level System
Programmer Training offers students an
opportunity to advance their careers by
teaching them new skills directly
related to their jobs. The program offers
employers increased productivity from
a staff prepared to meet company objectives with the most current information
and techniques. By integrating individual needs and company goals into a total learning experience, Amdahl's new
program provides optimum results.

The program is self-paced. Students
schedule each course according to their
own readiness and as their jobs permit.
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SYSTEMS EDUCATION COURSES

MVS

MVS Concepts and Facilities

Job Control Language/OS
Utilities

Topics
Abstract
Using a lecture format , this
course offers students an overview of operating system characteristics, with emphasis on MYS.
The course also provides basic
knowledge of data, task, and job
management.

Topics

Hardware

Abstract

IPL

This course presents commonly
used parameters for each of the
types of JCL statements : JOB ,
EXEC, DD, OUTPUT, PROC, and
PEND , and examines the most
commonly used IBM/Os Utility
programs. Extensive computer
labs reinforce topics discussed in
lectures, and the solutions to lab
exercises provide useful reference material.

Storage layout
Job stages
JES2

Virtual storage overview
Program management
Access methods

Audience

Days

Tuition

Data processing manageme nt,
application programmers, and
operators with a minimum of
three months' experience

02

$110

Location

Dates

Los Angeles
Santa Clara
Colum bia
Detroit
New York
Houston
Chicago
Washington
Los Angeles
New York

01128- 01/29
02/ 19- 02/20
03125 - 03/26
04/01 - 04/02
04/22 - 04/23
05/14- 05/ 15
05/28- 05/29
07/01 -0 7/02
07/09- 07110
07129-07130

Prerequisite
Introductory knowledge of computer concepts

Objectives
• Describe and define operating
systems, job manageme nt,
data management, and task
management
• Identify the maj or diffe rences _
between MVT, MVS/370, and
MVS/XA
• Draw the main storage layout
of MVS/370 and MVS/XA
• Describe the major hardware
components
• Define the terms address
space, tasks , and dispatching
priority
• List the processes that control
job and l/O flow through
MVS/XA
• Describe how data management controls 110 devices, organizes data , and handles
requests for access ing data
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Audience
Individuals who must code JCL
to execute programs under VS!
or MYS or MVS/XA

Prerequisite
Introductory knowledge of compute r concepts

ISPF overview
Job flow
Standard JCL format
Job origination and output
Job statement parameters
Execute statement parameters
Data definition (DD) state ment
parameters
Syntax of Os /Utilities:
- IEBGENER
- IEBCOPY
- IEHLIST
-IDCAMS
- IEHPROGM
Accessing existing data sets
Disk and tape fi le creation
Partitioned data sets
P rogram libraries
Instream and catalogued
procedures
Symbolic parameters
Overriding procedure statements
Generation data sets

Objectives
• Describe the job and job step
concept
• Describe the job flow through
MVS/VSI
• List the punctuation and syntax rules for JCL
• Code the J CL necessary to
define card, tape, and disk input/output files and print and
punch files
• Write, test, execute, and override JCL procedures
• Write condition parameters to
control execution of job steps
• Use OS/ Utilities to:
- delete, catalog, uncatalog,
and rename data sets
- build generation data group
indexes
- obtain a copy of a data set
- Iist system information
about data sets
- create and maintain partitioned data sets
- produce an edited copy of
the contents of data sets

Labs
Lab exercises are offered
throughout the course.

Days

Tuition

05

$910

Location

Dates

Columbia
Houston
Santa Clara
Houston
Chicago
Los Angeles
Detroit
Columbia

01/13 - 01117
01127 - 01131
02/24 - 02128
04/07 - 04/11
05/05 - 05/09
06102 - 06106
06116 - 06/20
07/07 - 07/ 11

SYSTEMS EDUCATION COURSES

MVS

Assembler 1

MVS Assembler and Macro
Workshop*
Objectives

Abstract
This course presents topics to
provide students with a broad
understand ing of the basic concepts of assembler language coding techniques. The course
includes the entire instruction
set- excluding floating-point
arithmetic - useful to an application or system programmer at
the basic coding level. The major areas covered include: storage and data constant definition,
data movement , packed decimal
arithmetic, fixed-point binary
arithmetic, bit/byte shifting
instructions, logical operations,
and editing and translation instructions. The course also discusses basic QSAM data
management mac ros, including
the coding of DC B, OP EN,
CLOSE , GET , and PUT .
Throughout the course, both
implicit and explicit methods of
coding are stressed. The base/
di splacement addressing technique is covered thoroughly
from a source program and a
load module point of view. The
course provides an o c7 ABEND
storage dump, along with debugging techniques to let students
begin analyzing their own program failures immediately.

Audience
Individuals who must write assembler language programs or
debug and modify existing
programs

Prerequisite
Prior experience in os operating
systems and knowledge of the
principles of programming and
the use of standard JCL

• Code and debug basic assembler language programs
• Interpret machine language
code in a storage dump
• Understand the causes of program check interrupts,
regardless of the programming language used

Abstract
The purpose of this course is to
demonstrate a number of system
services funct ions. The course
emphasizes experiences using
assembler language and many of
the available macros.

Topics

Audience

Storage and data definitions
Instruction concepts
Data movement operations
Decimal operations
Fixed-point binary operations
Branching operations
Data conversion
QSAM data management macros

Application or system
programmers

labs
A set of coding problems, included at the end of the text,
provide hands-on coding practice. One program per day is assigned, and students are
expected to code, test, and execute the programs to successful
completion.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,095

location

Dates

Santa Clara
Columbia
Houston
Chicago
Columbia
Santa Clara
Columbia
Houston
Chicago
New York
Los Angeles
Detroit
Columbia
Chicago
Houston

01113 - 01/17
01120 - 01124
02103 - 02107
02/ 10-02/14
02/24 - 02/28
03/ 10-03/14
03/31- 04/04
04/ 14 - 04/18
05/ 12- 05/16
05/ 19-05/23
06/09 - 06/13
06123-06127
07/14- 07/18
07121-07 /25
08/11 - 08/15

labs
Lab exercises are used to reinforce understanding of major
course topics.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,050

location

Dates

Santa Clara
Houston
Columbia
Houston
Los Angeles

01127-01131
03/10 - 03/ 14
04/28- 05/02
06102 - 06106
07/14 - 07/ 18

Prerequisites
An understanding of the basic
assembler and machine
instructions
The course Assembler 1
(described on this page), or
equivalent experience

* Formerly titled "Operating System
Services II."

Objectives
• Discuss program linkages
• Code linkage-editor control
statements
• Develop and utilize macros
• Understand the macros for
QSAM

• Apply operator interface
macros
• Understand the ABEND services macros

Topics
Register saving/ restoring and
conventions
Receiving and passing
parameters
Linkage-editor control
statements
Macro coding
Data management macros
- OPEN/CLOSE
-GET/ PUT
-MOVE/LOCATE

Supervisor services macros
- ABEND/SNAP
- WTO/ WTOR
-STIMER
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MYS Supervisor and Data
Management Workshop*

Topics

Topics
Abstract
Developing assembler language
programs involves sk ills in addition to those provided in the
courses Assembler l and MYS
Assembler and Macro Workshop, described on the preceding
page. This course offers practical information about supervisor
services and the macros needed
for the services' usage, the basic
types of assembler programs,
and the associated macros. The
course offers experience with the
usc of dynamic allocation.

VSAM Workshop

Reentrant coding
Program management macros
-LINK
-LOAD
-ATTACH
-XCTL

coding
Data management macros
DSECT

-BSAM
-CAMLST

Abstract
This course is designed to provide a knowledge of YSAM file
organizations and to aid in the
effective use of VSAM . The lab
sessions provide hands-on experience with access method services (IDCAMS) and VSAM
access verbs or macros within a
programming language.

Supervisor services macros
-GETMAIN/ FREEMAIN

Audience

- WAIT

Job management macros and
SVCS
- RDJFCB

Application programmers, system programmers, and DASD-JCL
technicians

- svc99

Prerequisites

Audience
Application or system
programmers

Prerequisite
The course MYS Assembler and
Macro Workshop (page 29), or
equivalent experience

Labs
Lab exercises consist of coding
assembler routines to provide
hands-on reinforcement of classroom instruction.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,050

Objectives
• Demonstrate an understanding of reentrant coding
techniques
• Utilize DSECfS
• Code the macros to obtain
and free storage
• Produce code using supervisor services macros, such as

Location

Dates

Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia
Houston

02/24 -02/28
04/07-04/11
06/16-06/20
08/04- 08/08

* Formerly titled "Operating System
Services II!."

LINK/ LOAD/ATTACH /XCTL.

• Illustrate the use of dynamic
allocation
• Develop assembler code to
use BPAM.

"Concise and understandable . ..
an excellent course."
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Basic programming skills in
assembler language, COBOL, or
PL/I

Knowledge of os/vs JCL
Some familiarity with problem
program SYSUDUMPS and DASD
listings

VSAM overview
Catalog listings
Programming interface
Data set internals
Alternate index
Data set integrity
Performance options
Catalog relationships

Labs
In a series of lab exercises, students define a keyed cluster,
obtain catalog listings, write a
program to load a keyed cluster,
write a program to update a
keyed cluster, decode a data control interval as it resides on disk ,
and calculate the number of free
control intervals in a data control area. Students also allocate
and load an alternate index and
retrieve all base cluster records
associated with a given alternate
key.

Objectives

Days

Tuition

• Allocate VSAM data sets to
maximize DASO utilization
and to minimum CPU utilization
• Code programs that will read,
load, and update VSAM files,
using sequential and/or direct
access
• Describe the relationships
among clusters, components,
control areas, control intervals, and logical records
• Explain the features and
limits of VSAM data set
integrity
• Create and use an alternate
index
• Describe the relationships
among master catalogs, user
catalogs, and data sets

05

$1,210

Location

Dates

Houston
Santa Clara
Chicago
Columbia
Los Angeles
Detroit
New York
Chicago
Houston
Santa Clara
Chicago

01/13-01117
02103-02107
03/03-03/07
03/ 10- 03/14
04107 - 04111
04/21-04/25
05/12-05116
05/19-05/23
06/09 - 06/13
06/23 - 06/27
08/04 - 08/08
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VSAM Advanced Topics

Abstract
The focus of this course is practical knowledge of YSAM data
sets, !CF catalogs, VSAM catalogs, and some of the nonstandard access techniques avai lable
with VSAM . The course also explores control blocks and fields
for data sets, catalogs, and VSAM
file management.

Audience
System programmers with a
knowledge of YSAM fil e structures who have responsibility for
supporting application programs,
catalogs, and file allocat ions

Prerequisites
The course VSAM Workshop
(page 30), or equivalent experience
Knowledge of assembler language programming, DAS D, and
SYSUDUMP reading

Objectives
• Determine the options for obtaining the best performance
with vsAM data sets
• Decode and recreate controlinterval control fields
• Locate data set information
(extents, attributes, statistics)
based on records within the
catalog
• Locate data set information
(exte nts, attributes, statistics)
based on file management
control blocks in storage
• Show the relationship of index records to the index and
data components
• Complete exercises in control
inte rval processing, user
buffering, local shared
resources, etc., and describe
the use of these options
• Convert VSAM catalog to ICF

Introduction to MVS*

Topics
The basics of YSAM
The data component
The index component
Control blocks
Special assembler processing
options
Catalogs

Labs
Students use a DASO listing to
simulate a VSAM direct search in
a keyed cluster for a data record .
They find a bad data control interval with record access, and
fi x it with control interval access. Students also determine index EXCP counts fo r a keyed
cluster with default and optimal
index buffering, alter the program tor local shared resources,
and determine index EXCP
counts. Ir. another Jab exerc ise,
students determine the location
of a data component via its cluster name in a BCS and its VVR
RBA in a VYDS.

Abstract
This course covers the elementary concepts required to understand the services provided by
mainframe operating systems.
The focus is on comprehending
the very notion of an architecture, understanding the relationship between an architecture and
an operating system, and acquiring the basic skills needed for
further courses dealing with the
internals of a particular operating system . To the extent possible in an introductory level
course, emphasis is placed on
jobs flowing through the computer system .

Audience
Advanced application programmers, new system programmers,
and individuals responsible for
operating system maintenance

Prerequisites
Days

Tuition

05

$1,210

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Chicago
Houston
Columbia
Chicago

02/03- 02/07
03117 - 03/21
04/21 - 04/25
05105 - 05109
08/11-08/ 15

Some assembler language coding experience
Basic understanding of JCL and
OS/Utilities
Basic understanding of numbering system concepts: binary,
hexadecimal, and decimal
Introductory knowledge of computer concepts

Objectives
• Describe the function of an
architecture
• Understand the concept of
virtual storage and the relationship between virtual storage and real storage
• Describe the types of serv ices
provided by a mainframe
operating syste m: storage
management , program
management, and data
management
• Understand the basic structure of a system dump, and be
able to use the debugging
guide to locate and identify
the contents of control blocks
• Describe both the basic fo rmats of data on a direct access storage device and the
fu ndamental steps required to
access that data

Topics
Architecture fundamentals
Introduction to dump analysis
Fundamentals of virtual storage
Operating system services
Elements of program management
DASD fundamentals
Elements of data management

Days

Tuition

05

$1.050

Location

Dates

Houston
Santa Clara
New York
Chicago
Atlanta
Columbia

01/20- 01/24
03/10 - 03/14
04/21 - 04125
05/19- 05/23
06123 - 06127
07121 - 07125

* Formerly titled "Introduction to
Operating Systems."
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MVS System Fundamentals
Workshop

MVS Performance Workshop *

Topics
Abstract
Intended for new system
programmers, this course covers
basic MYS operating system concepts and features, establishing a
foundation for more advanced
MYS system instructions.

Objectives

Compute r architecture
Virtual storage concepts
Initialization
Job management
Program management
Resource control
Dispatcher
Supervisor call
EXCP

Audience
Application programmers, operators, or system programme r
trainees with a good unde rstanding of assembler language, JCL ,
and os/Utilities

Prerequisites
and os/Utilities knowledge
Assembler language coding
experience
Basic understanding of numbering system concepts: binary,
hexadecimal , and decimal
Abil ity to debug general application program dumps
Some familiarity with TSO/SPF
(useful but not mandatory)
JC L

Objectives
• Describe the hardware/
software inte rfaces used in
MYS operation
• Describe the functions of the
MYS system components:
storage management, job
management, program
management, and data
management
• Diagram an MYS virtual storage layout and explain the use
of each area
• Perform address translation
using the segment and page
tables
• Locate a nd map the major
MYS control blocks and data
areas in virtual storage dumps
• Describe how a unit of work
e nters the system and is
executed
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Data management
Storage management

Labs
Lab sess ions include EXCP coding and TSO/SPF exercises. In
addition , dump labs cover data
management, DASD (DSCB),
svc, dump review, and job
management.

Days

Tuition

10

$2,600

Abstract
The goal of this course is to provide students with the practical
infomrntion and skills necessary
to monitor and optimize an MYS
system . In covering 110 configurations and DAS O considerations,
the course places special emphasis
on the differences between MYS/
370 and MVS/ XA architectures.
Students learn a methodology
for analyzing performance data
and diagnosing problems. A
''system performance profile" is
developed to track performance
on a daily basis. Case studies
and data from the students' installation reinforce concepts and
add practical relevance.

Topics
Audience
(either MVS/ 370 or
MYS/XA) system programmers,
performance analysts, and configuration planners responsible
for definining or maintai ning
pe rformance standards, or data
base system programmers (IMS ,
c 1cs, etc.) responsible fo r tailoring their applications to take
advantage of performance capabi I ities in an MYS env ironment
MYS

Location

Dates*

Santa Clara
Houston
Los Angeles
Chicago
Columbia
Santa Clara
New York
Washington
Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia
Detroit
Santa Clara
Chicago
Minneapolis
Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia

01/20-01/31
02/03- 02/ l 4
02/03- 02/ l 4
02/24- 03/07
03/10- 03/21
03/17 -03/28
04/07 - 04/18
04/14-04/25
04/28- 05/09
04/28-05/09
05/12 - 05/23
05/12-05/23
06/09 - 06/20
06/16-06127
07107 - 07118
07107-07118
07121 - 08/01
07128 - 08108

* Classes do not meet on weekends.

• Identify c ritical system perfo rmance indicators
• Develop a "system performance profile"
• Evaluate performance
changes based on installation
goals
• Understand the facts needed
to extend the useful life of a
current configuration
• Define appropriate page/swap
data set configurations based
on work.load requirements
and hardware limitations
• Describe the effects of various
1/0 configurations and of various DASO device characteristics
• Identi fy key parameters in the
IPS and OPT, and thei r effects

Methodology
Preliminary tuning
ASM
110 configurations
DASO

considerations

SRM
RM F
IPS

Rules of thumb
Software tools
Virtual storage considerations
Interactive (TSO) tuning
Case studies and user profiles

Prerequisites
The course MYS System Fundamentals Workshop (described
on this page)
Installation performance data for
use in class exercises

Days

Tuition

05

$1,550

Location

Dates

Houston
Columbia
Santa Clara
Chicago
Minnesota
Santa Clara
Colu mbia

01/27 - 01/31
02/10-02/ 14
03/03 - 03/07
03/31-04/04
05/19-05123
06/23 - 06/27
07128 - 08101

*Formerly titled "MYS Measurement & Tuning."
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MVS Installation Workshop

SMP/E Maintenance Workshop

Labs
Abstract
In this course, students develop
competence in performing an
MYS system generation . They
complete a full MYS system
generation , and they IPL the
newly created system. In conjunction w ith the course SMP/E
Ma intenance Workshop
(described on this page), this
course thoroughly prepares system programme rs to install and
maintain an MYS system .

Audience
System programmers with a
knowledge of JCL and os/
Utilities

Topics

Lab sessions cover full system
generation and IPL, data set
preparation and initialization,
and post-SYSGEN product installation, including user svc , user
EXITS , and VTAM , TSO, and JES.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,715

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Columbia
Santa Clara
Detroit
Houston
Chicago
Santa Clara
New York
Columbia

01120 - 01/24
03/10-03/14
04/07 - 04/11
04/28- 05/02
05/12 - 05/16
06/16 - 06/20
07/14 - 07118
08/04 - 08/08
08/11 - 08/15

Prerequisites
The course MVS System Fundamentals Workshops (page 32),
or equivalent experience in
VSAM concepts and access
method services, MYS structure,
and major MVS components and
their functions

Abstract
This course is designed to provide students with the skills
required to maintain MYS , MYS/
XA, VS I, NCP, IMS/VS, and
c1cs/Ys using the System Modification Program/E xtended
(SMP/E). During the course, students complete three machine
exercises and work w ith the output from an application of a PUT
tape.

Audience

Tuition

05

$1,800

Prerequisite

Location

Oates

System generation experience
with MVS, vsl , NCP, IMS , or
c 1cs, or equivalent education

Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia
Santa Clara
Columbia
Santa Clara
Houston
Columbia
Santa Clara
Chicago
New York
Los Angeles
Columbia
Santa Clara
Chicago
New York
Santa Clara
Chicago
Columbia
Santa Clara

01/20 - 01/24
01/20-01/24
02/03 - 02/07
02124- 02/28
02/24-02/28
03/24 - 03/28
04/07 - 04/ 11
04/07 - 04/11
04/28 - 05/02
04/28 - 05/02
05105-05109
05/19 - 05123
06/02 - 06/06
06/02 - 06/06
06/16 - 06120
06/23 -06/27
07107 -07111
07 /21 - 07 /25
07121- 07127
08/04 - 08/08

Preparatory Readings

Objectives

Objectives
• Apply maintenance to MVS
(370 or XA) , vsl, NCP,
IMS/VS , or CICS/VS, using
SMP/E
• Install a new operating system
or program product function,
using SMP/E
• Repackage software not
released in SMP format for
maintenance by SMP/E
• Understand SMP/E problems
commonly encountered and
take appropriate corrective
action
"Would I recommend this
course? Yes, for entry-level system programmers. This course
teaches you a lot of 'how to' but
more importantly it teaches the
'why' you do these things."

Lab sessions include two evenings devoted to computer exercises utilizing SMP/E functions,
and one computer exercise using
SMP/E dialogs.

Days

• Perform a complete MVS system generation
• Initialize and tailor key MVS
data sets
• Install JES, YTAM, TSO, and
user svcs

MVS system generation overview
SYSGEN preparation
MVS system generation macros
MVS data set overview
JES, VTAM, TSO definition
IOCP

Labs

OS/VS system programmers with
a knowledge of JCL and os/
Utilities

A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment

Topics

SMP/E overview
E ntries in SMP/E data sets
Modification control statements
Function control statements
PUT tape structure and application
In-class PUT application exercise
SMP/E review

"I have found that the level of
detail presented in this course is
not available elsewhere:'
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JES2 Customization Workshop*

Abstract
This course offers system
programmers the skills required
to install, customize, and maintain ms2 . Students learn the use
of various ms2 ex.its, performance cons iderations, and diagnostic techniques. During the
computer labs, students install
and modify JES2, design an NJE
network, and test ex its. In conjunction with the course SMP/ E
Maintenance Workshop (page
33), this course prepares system
programmers to install and
maintain JES2.

Audience
System p rogrammers requiring
knowledge of installing, customizing, or maintai ning JES2

Prerequisites
The course SMP/ E Maintainance
Workshop (page 33), or equivalent SMP experience
The course MVS System Fundamentals Workshop (page 32),
or 8 to 12 months of system
programming experience
Knowledge of assembler language (useful but not mandatory)

Objectives
• Install rns2 with the use of
SMP

• Initialize and tailor the J ES2
parameters
• Install and test the JES2 exits
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Topics
functional overview
rns2 initialization
Network job entry
Remote job entry
ms2 exits
ms2 performance considerations
JES2 debugging tools
JES2

Labs
Each topic is reinfo rced th rough
lab exercises.

Days

Tuition

05

Sl,600

Location

Dates

Columbia
Santa Clara
Chicago
Columbia
Houston

03117 -03121
04121 - 04125
05/05 - 05/09
06123 - 06/27
07121 - 07/25

* Formerly titled "JES2 Installation
Workshop."

MVS Customization Workshop

Abstract
This course offers system
programmers the knowledge and
skills required to perform system
modifications and to write system exits for an MYS installation. Students learn the use of
various system exits. These exits
include the areas of allocation,
dump, data management, DFP,
resource managers, SMF and
RM F . Students also learn PARMLIB implications and user modifications. In conjuction with the
course MYS Installation Workshop (page 33), this course prepares system programmers to
perform system modifications.

Topics
MYS modification and exit point
overview
Customizing the MYS configuration
Allocation modifications
Controlling user modifications
Migration considerations
Data management exits
Accounting/security exits
OEM ex it considerations

Labs
Students design, code, implement , and test various exits and
modifications. Each workshop
topic is reinforced th rough lab
exercises.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,600

Audience
System programmers requiring
knowledge of implementing,
customizing, or maintaining system exits and modifications

Prerequisites
The course M YS Installation
Workshop (page 33), or
fami liarity with the system
generation process
The course M YS System Fundamentals Workshop (page 32),
or 12 to 18 months of system
programming experience
Good understanding of assembler language and the linkage
editor

Objectives
• Install and test various system
exits
• Identify the system modification control stages
• Examine the usage of system
exits and modifications

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Colu mbia

07114 -07/18
08118- 08/22
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MVS
MVS/SPl Structure and Flow

Abstract
The goal of this course is to
provide students with detailed
info rmation on the functional
compone nts of MYS. Using an
open lecture format, the course
describes the flow of these components and examines the structure of the control blocks used
during system operations. Exercises designed to enhance system
programmers' understanding of
the control blocks provide a
first-hand opportunity to apply
course material by interpreting
an MYS storage dump.
The course's extensive treatment of the logic of MYS is
designed to strengthen system
programmers' heuristic ability to
deal with system problems.

Audience
System programmers requiring
in-depth knowledge of MYS/SPl

Prerequisites
The course MYS System Fundamentals Workshop (page 32)
MVT or svs internals experience
and an unde rstanding of virtual
storage concepts
Experience analyzing MYS
dumps

Objectives
• Describe the func tions and
interrelations of major MYS
components
• Describe the structure and
use of the MYS control blocks
used by the major components
• Describe the need for and
techniques used by special
functions of MVS such as the
communication subsystem
interface and GRS .
• Locate and interpret the contents of control blocks within
provided dumps

Topics
MVS overview
Multiprocessing considerations
Virtual, real, and auxiliary storage management
Inter-address-space communications
Cross memory services
Contents supervision
Supervisory services
Resource serialization
Input/output supervision
Recovery termination management
Job management
Allocation
Communication services
System resource management
MYS initialization
Special interest -current
developme nts/previews

MVS/SP2 Structure and Flow

Abstract
This course is designed to provide stude nts with detailed
descriptions of the functional
components of MYS/XA . Students become familiar w ith the
control blocks used to manage
MVS/XA and the logic of their
re lation and manipulation. The
course, taught in an open lecture
format , encourages student interaction. Exercises and reviews
e nhance the learning experience.
A thorough examination of the
logic of MYS/XA components
promotes the development of
students' heuristic skills in dealing with the operating syste m.

MVS/XA introduction
Multiprocess ing
Lock management
Resource manageme nt
Supervisory services
Inter-address-space communications
Input/output supervisor
Dynamic channel subsystem
Virtual , real, and auxi liary
storage manageme nt
Program management
Contents supervision
Systems resource management
Recovery termination management
Initialization
Special interest- current
developments

Audience

Labs

System programmers requiring
in-depth knowledge of MVS/SP2
internals

Lab sessions cover dump reading and control block analysis.

Prerequisites
The course MYS System Fundamentals Workshop (page 32)
MVS experience
MVS/XA license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollme nt

Preparatory Readings

Labs

Objectives

A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of e nrollment.

Lab sessions cover dump reading and control block analysis.

• Describe the functions and interrelations of major MVSIXA
components
• Describe the logical functions
performed by the dynamic
channel subsystem
• Relate major control blocks to
their use by MYS/XA
• Describe the concepts of
bimodal operation
• Locate and interpret data
w ithin provided dumps

Days

Tuition

10

$2,890

Location

Dates*

Columbia
Santa Clara

03117 - 03/28
06/02-06/13

* Classes do not

meet on weekends.

Topics

Days

Tuition

10

$3.300

Location

Dates*

Columbia
Santa Clara
New York
Chicago
Houston
Santa Clara
Colu mbia
Atlanta
Columbia
Houston
Santa Clara

01 /27- 02/07
02/24-03/07
02/24-03/07
04/07 - 04/18
04/07 - 04/18
04/28- 05/09
05/ l 2- 05/23
06/02 - 06/ l 3
07/07- 07118
08/04 - 08/15
08/04 - 08/15

* Classes do not meet on weekends.

"T his is the best structure and
flow class I have ever attended . I
can't say enough of how
knowledgeable I found the instructors."
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MVS/SP2 Diagnostic Techniques

MVS Advanced Functions

Topics
Abstract
This course offers students a systematic approach to handling
MVS/XA problem diagnosis.
Using !PCS, students examine
stand-alone and svc dumps to
analyze key system components,
the system trace table, LOGREC,
and other key data areas to dete rmine system status and system
conditions at the time the dump
was taken. S tud e nt~ learn to
identify fa iling components and
pertinent events that precede
failure. Dump analysis and lab
sess ions reinforce instruction
and provide the opportunity for
stude nts to apply diagnostic
techniques.

Labs

Auxiliary storage manager
Consoles
Dispatcher
Global resource serialization
Global status
110 supervisor
!PCS

Locks
MP considerations
Real storage manager
Recovery/termination
Service aids

System programmers who have
MYS internals experience and
understand MVS/SP2 structure
and flow

Stand-alone dumps
svc dumps
System resources manager
Traces
User dumps

Lab sessions cover stand-alone
and SVC dumps, LOGREC , and
!PCS.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,500

Prerequisites

Location

Dates

The course MVS/SP2 Structure
and Flow (page 35), or equivalent experience
MVS/XA license

Santa Clara
New York
Columbia
Chicago
Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia

02/ 10-02/14
03110- 03/14
03/31 - 04/04
04/21 - 04/25
05/05- 05109
05/19-05/23
07/21 - 07/25

Objectives
• Identify types of dumps and
describe the appropriate diagnostic procedure to be followed for each
• Describe the fai lures and
identify the fa iling component
in stand-alone dumps and svc
dumps
• Demonstrate a working
knowledge of system datagathering tools, such as system traces, LOGREC, and SLIP

"We intend to send other people
to this course in the future. The
course is excellent."
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This course is intended to provide insight into the many features of MYS that an installation
may utilize. The cou rse centers
on practical applications features
such as the subsystem inte rface,
SVC screening, and c ross memory postprocessing.

Audience
System programmers

SUP

Labs
Audience

Abstract

Prerequisites
The course MVS System Fundamentals Workshop (page 32) ,
or equivalent experience
Experience in programming in
assembler language

Objectives
• Understand the ss1 facility
• Describe subsystem functioning
• Utilize the svc screening
facility
• Describe the operator communications fac ility (messages to a particular console,
QEDlT).

• Describe cross memory postprocessing

Topics
Subsystem interface
Writing a subsystem
Using svc screening
Operator communications

Lab exercises reinforce classroom activities.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,600

Location

Dates

Columbia
Houston

06116-06/20
08118-08/22
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MVS for Operators*

Abstra ct
This course is designed to prepare students for the daily operations of an MVS system. T he
course prov ides a bas ic understanding of MVS and detailed
knowledge of MVS system commands . Discussions cover
specific problem situations and
suggested o perato r actio ns .

JES2 for Operators*

Topics
MYS overview
Hardware considerations
MVS manuals
MVS command syntax
Display console operation
Informational commands
Mvs initialization
System control commands
110 control commands
Console control commands
Master console commands
Problem determination

Audience
System operators familiar w ith
basic data processing terminology and concepts

Prerequisite
Introductory knowledge of System/370 or System/XA

Objectives
• Describe the virtual storage
layout of MYS
• Retrieve the MYS system
operating information
• Interpret the MYS system
command syntax notification
• Alter the MYS MCS console
operations and config uration
• Use MYS informational
commands
• Initialize an MYS system
• Use MYS system commands to
control the use of I IO
periphe rals
• Use MVS system commands to
isolate system components
• Describe the ope rational state
of an MYS system
• Demonstrate a d iagnostic approach to several common
problem situations

Days

Tuition

03

Varies

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information, call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.

Abstract
The goal of this course is to
prepare students for the d aily
operation of JES2 in an MYS environment. The course presents
information concerning operation in all fo ur JEs2 config uration:; (s ingle syste m , multiaccess
SPOOL, remote job entry, and
network job entry) . The emphasis of the course is o n JES2
concepts, terminology, and
commands.

Audience
Individuals involved in the dai ly
operation of JES2

Prerequisite
The course MVS for Operators
(described on this page), or
equivalent experience

Objectives
• Initiate, control, and terminate rns2 operation
• Control the JES2-managed
resources
• Manage the work flow

Topics
JES2 overview
Controlling JES2 execution
Display commands
Resource control commands
Job contro l commands
Output control commands
Multiaccess SPOOL
Remote j ob enu·y
Network job entry

Days

Tuition

02

Varies

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information, call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.
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MVS/XA Differences*

Topics

Topics
Abstract
In this course, stude nts are
offe red detailed information
related to MYS/System P roduct
Version 2 (MVS/XA) and the supporting architecture. The course
fo cuses on the differences between XA and prior MYS
releases. The goal of the course
is to bring MYS system programme rs to the XA level.

Audience
System programmers who require in-depth knowledge of the
features and capabilities
provided by MVS/XA

Prerequisites
System programming experience
The course MVS/SPl Structure
and Flow (page 35), or equivalent experience
Knowledge of MYS/SP 1.3
MVS/XA license

Objectives
• Evaluate XA features and
benefits
• Explain the functions added
to the MVS/SPl.3 base
• Understand the altered and
added control blocks
• Understand the impact and
implications of XA
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MVS/SPI Diagnostic Techniques*

Introduction
- reasons for XA
- XA features
XA architecture
- instructions and programming
- 110 configuration program
- channel subsystem
MYS changes
- 110 supervisor
- initialization
-supervisor services including
locking svcs and dispatcher
Storage management
-virtual storage manager
- real storage manager
System services
-system resource manager
- resource measurement facility
- system management facility
PARML!B considerations
Data facilities product
Diagnostic enhancements
-trace facility
-diagnostic tools

Abstract
This course offers students a systematic approach to handling
MYS problem diagnosis. Students actually work with key
system resources and their indicators to solve MVS/SPl. 3 standalone and svc dumps. They
learn to identify fai ling resources
that caused problem situations,
thus pinpointing the fai ling component or module. Dumps and
labs reinforce the class material
and provide ample opportunity
fo r students to apply the diagnostic techniques learned.

Tuition

05

Varies

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information , call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.

CPU

!OS
GRS/ENQ/DEQ
Consoles
Real storage manager
Auxiliary storage manager
Dispatcher
Cross memory services
Trace table
Generalized trace facility
Master trace table
RTM work areas
LOGREC
SLIP

svc dump analysis approach
MP considerations

Audience
System programmers who have
MYS/SP 1 internals experience
and an understanding of MYS
structure and flow

Prerequisite
Days

Introduction
Global status

The course MYS/SP l Structure
and Flow (page 35), or equivalent experience

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed before
the presentation of the course

Objectives
• Describe the debugging paths
used to identify MYS problems to the component and
resource level
• Identify system resource
problems and their indicators
through the use of stand-alone
dumps and svc dumps
• Demonstrate a working
knowledge of system data
gathering tools for trapping
and identifying critical events

IPCS

XA differences

Labs
Lab sessions cover the topics
stand-alone and SVC dumps,
trace table, and LOGREC.

Days

Tuition

05

Varies

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information, call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.
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VM

VM Curriculum

VM Concepts
and Facilities
page 40

VM Installation
Workshop
page 41

Performance
and Capacity
Planning
page 44
VM

*This is a nonscheduled course, available by contract
for presentation on a customer's premises. For further
information, call 800-538-8460, extension 6393.

VM Diagnostic
Techniques
page 45
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VM Concepts and Facilities

VM/CMS Workshop

Topics
Abstract
This course is desig ned to provide students with an overview
of VM operating environments.
Emphasis is placed on the
VMISP program product, including CP and CMS. In addition , the
course provides stude nts with
fundamental knowledge of manageme nt services and their
environme nts .

Audience
Anyone who requires an understanding of the VM ope rating
environment

Prerequisite
Basic introductory knowledge of
computer concepts as they relate
to System 360/370 architecture

Objectives
• Describe and define VM user
management services, storage ·
management , modes of operation , and tas k requ irements as
they rel ate to operating systems executing unde r CP
• Describe the major hardware
components
• Understand CP s imulation
services
• Identify and describe the
fun ctions of CP, CMS, RSCS.
and !PCS
• Understand the differences
between VM/SP, VM/HPO, and
VM/XA
• Draw and describe the main
storage layouts of CP and CMS
• Define and unde rstand these
te rms: VM user, V= R user,
DCSS, virtual and real
devices, minidisks, imerac1ive
and noninteractive users, and
disconnected users
• Describe the programming
services available with CMS
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Topics

System/370 architecture and
operating system
VM overview
CP co ncepts and facilities
- installation
- maintenance
- storage layout
-system directo ry
-virtual machine logon/logoff
- virtual machine management
- IUCV

-accounting
- performance and measurement
- mic rocode ass ists
CMS concepts and facilities
- installation
- maintenance
- CMS programming
e nvironments
- EXEC, EX EC2
-SP inte rpreter
- CMS batch fac ility
- o s simulation
- programming ope rating
fac ility
RSCS
!PCS
EREP
Running operating syste ms
under VM
VM/HPO co ncepts and fac ilities
VM/XA concepts and facilities

Days

Tuition

02

$110

Location

Dates

Houston
Santa Clara
Los Angeles
Chicago
Atlanta
Columbia
Santa Clara
Washington
New York

01/28-01/29
02119- 02/20
03/ 18- 03/19
04/15 - 04/16
05/06-05/07
05128 - 05/29
07/01 - 07/02
07/ 15-07/16
08/05 - 08/06

Abstract
This course offers students an
understanding of the CMS
programming environment . The
course presents information
about the uses of CP commands,
CMS commands, full -screen
commands, EXECS, the SP interprete r, and debugging facili ties.
The course al so covers creating.
compiling, loading, and executing programs.

Audience
Individuals working in a VM
environment

Introductio n to VM
CP usage
CMS usage
XEDIT
Compilers
Libraries
Debugging faci lities
Update facilities
EXEC processing (EXEC and
EXEC2)
SP interpreter
Full-screen commands
OS data set support w ithin CMS
Introductio n to diag nose inte rface, svc 202, and CMS batch
fac ility

Labs
Prerequisites
Programming experience
Familiarity with either PLll,
COBOL, FORTRAN, or assembler
language (useful but not mandatory)

Objectives
• Use Class 'G' CP commands
• Use the most common CMS
commands and macros
• Control the virtual machine
environment
• Create source programs using
CMS Editor, XEDIT
• Compile and execute the
c reated programs
• Use the debug, trace, and PER
fac ilitites
• Create programmer tools and
aids with the CMS EXEC and
SP interpreter faci lities
• Use the UPDATE fac ility for
source maintenance
• Invoke CP and CMS fun ctions
and supervisor services from
problem programs
• Use the CP d iagnose interface
• Create XEDIT macros
• Use the full -screen
commands

Topics are re info rced with practical applications in lab sessions.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,225

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Houston
Chicago
Detroit
Columbia
Santa Clara
Chicago
Los Angeles
Santa Clara
Colu mbia

01/27-01/31
02/24 - 02128
03/ 10- 03/14
04/07-04/11
04/28-05/02
05/ 12-05/16
06/02 - 06/06
06/16-06/20
07/07-07/11
07128 - 08/0I
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VM Installation Workshop

Abstract
In this course, students learn
how to install and maintain
YM/SP or VM/HPO. During the
lab sessions, students execute
the planning, system generation ,
and modificat io n p rocedures to
create and maintain a VM system.

Audience
System prog rammers who will
install and maintain VM

Prerequisites
The course VM/CMS Wo rkshop
(page 40), or equivalent
experience
Familiarity with assembler
language

Topics
Overview of components:
CP, CMS, RSCS, lPCS
Syste m/370 architecture
VM SYSGEN preparation
Insta llation service programs
VM directory
Installation fil es and procedures
for customizing these fil es
CP nucleus generatio n
CMS nucleus generatio n
PUT tapes
System maintenance and user
modificati ons
RSCS
EREP
!PCS for problem resolutio n
System backup and restore
Programmable operator facility
3705 contro l program
Monitor in fo rmation

Preparatory Readings

Labs

A list of recommended prepa ratory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment.

Lab sessions g ive students
opportunities to rev iew VM facilities; learn service program
usage ; create system definiti on
fil es; gene rate and test a CP
nucleus; gene rate and test a CMS
nucleus and a save system ; modify, regenerate, and test a CP and
CMS nucleus; generate and test a
RSCS nucleus; use IPCS for problem resolution; and use d iagnose
interface.

Objectives
• Understand the YM standalo ne and VM-under-YM
e nvironments
• Utilize VM service programs
• Understand System/370
architecture
• Describe the installation
procedures of VM
• Defin e and create the files
necessary for VM generation
• Insta ll a YM system
• Apply scheduled maintena nce
• Use IPCS
• Describe the programmable
operator facility
• Describe the 3705 control
program generation
• U nderstand the mo nitor info rmation
• U nde rstand installatio n differences betwe n VM/SP and
VM/HPO

Days

Tuition

05

$1,340

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Houston
Detroit
Columbia
Sa nta Clara
Chicago
Los Angeles
Santa Clara
Columbia

02/ 10- 02/14
03103 - 03107
04/ 14 - 04/18
05/05 - 05/09
05/ 19-05/23
06/09 - 06/ l 3
06/23 - 06127
07114-07/18
08/04 - 08/08

CP Advanced Topics

Objectives

Abstract
This course is desig ned to provide students with the coding
conventions and service routines
used to modify the CP portion of
VM . The course also is designed
to explain the philosophy of
keeping modified CP code maintainable. Instructio n centers on
the portion of the o perating system that, histo rically, has received the most modificatio ns.
Students plan and implement
several modificat ions to current
VM/SP system. C hanges are
tested on a "second level" CP
system.

Audience
System programme rs with experience using, installing, a nd
maintaining CP

Prerequisites
Familiarity with assembler
language
The course VM/CMS Workshop
(page 40), or equivalent expenence
The course VM Installatio n
Workshop (described on this
page) , or equivalent experience
VM/SP, VM/HPO,

or

VM/XA

• Utilize the established CP
coding conventions
• Utilize the CP service routines
• Utilize the CP d iagnose interface to provide additional system fu nctions
• U nde rstand how to add commands to CP
• U tilize the CP security and
accounting routines
• Utilize the 1ucv interface

Topics
CP overv iew
CP coding conventions
CP service routines
Maintenance/modification philosophy
Installation procedure review
Testing methodo logy
Accounting routines
Diag nose interface
CP command processing
Timer management service
routines
1ucv interface

Labs
This co urse is lab intensive.
Students modify CP by adding
three diagnose instructions,
two commands, security and
acco unting functio ns, and an
iucv applicatio n.

license

Preparatory Readings

Days

Tuition

05

$1,600

A list of recommended preparatory read ings is mailed at the
time of enrollment .

Location

Dates

Santa Cl ara
Houston
Columbia
Chicago
Santa Clara
Columbia

01/13 - 01/17
02/10 - 02/14
03103-03107
03/24 - 03/28
05/12- 05/16
07107 - 0711 1

"Would I recommend this
course? Yes, I think it's an excellent course for VM system
programmers."
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CP Internals
Topics

Abstract
This course provides an in-depth
knowledge of the CP component
of VM/SP in terms of function ,
modules, control blocks, and
logic flow. The course offers
reinforcement of topics with
dump analysis and computer
exercises.

Audience
System programmers with experience using, installing, and
maintaining VM who require an
in-depth knowledge of the CP
component of VM/ SP

Prerequisites
The course VM/CMS Workshop
(page 40), or equivale nt experience
The course VM Installation
Workshop (page 41), or equivale nt experience
The course CP Advanced Topics
(page 41), or equivalent experience
VM/SP' VM/HPO,

HPO Differences

or VM/XA

license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment.

Objectives
• Describe the major CP control
blocks
• Relate the C P control logic
flow to the functional areas
listed under Topics

System 370 architecture review
Control block logic
Real storage management
Free storage management
Virtual storage management
Shared storage management
DASD storage management
Temporary disk management
Page migration
Swap table migration
Real 110 processing
Nucleus creation
Initialization
Termination
Interrupt handling
Timer management
Virtual I/O processing
Paging
Shadow table management
Spooling
Dispatcher
Schedule
Monitor
Console function management
Command lookup
Virtual machine logon/logoff
Directory
Accounting
Diagnose interface
AP/ MP cons iderations
Microcode assists

Labs
Sessions cover dump analysis
and online computer exercises.

Days

Tuition

10

$3,000

Location

Dates*

Santa Clara
Houston
Columbia
Chicago
Columbia
Santa Clara

01 /13 - 01124
03/10 - 03121
04/07 - 04/18
05/12 - 05/23
06/16 - 06/27
08/04 - 08/15

* Classes <lo not meet on weekends.
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Abstract
The focus of this course is on indcpth internals knowledge of the
CP component of VM/HPO in the
areas where VM/HPO is different
from VM/ SP . These areas include installation differences.
control blocks, functions, commands, modules, and logic flow.

Topics
Overview of HPO
HPO enhancements
HPO system generation
differences
HPO real storage management
HPO swapping
HPO commands
HPO dispatching and scheduling
HPO free storage subpools
Miscellanceous HPO enhancements·

Audience
System programmers with experience using, installing, and
maintaining CP who have an understand ing of the internals of
the CP portion of VM/SP and
who require the same knowledge
of the er portion of the VM/ HPO

Prerequisites
The course CP Internals
(described on this page) , or
equivalent experience
VM/HPO license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment.

Objectives
• Describe HPO enhancements
• Explain differences between
HPO and S P system generation
• Understand HPO real storage
management
• Understand page swapping
• Describe HPO new and
changed commands
• Explain differences between
HPO and SP dispatching and
scheduling
• Understand HPO free storage
subpool arrangement
• Describe new monitor data
• Describe new device support

Days

Tuition

03

$900

Location

Dates

Atlanta
Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia

04/01 - 04/03
04/29 - 05/01
05/28- 05/30
07/29- 07/31
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VM
HPO Internals

CMS Advanced Topics
Topics

Topics

Abstract

HPO overview

Abstract

CMS basic services

In this course, students are
oflered an in-depth knowledge of
the C P component of VM/ HPO in
terms of function, modules, control blocks, and logic flow.
Knowledge of these topics is
reinfo rced w ith dump analysis
and computer exercises.

System 370 architecture review
Control block logic
Real storage management
Free storage management
Virtual storage management
Shared storage management
DASO storage management
Temporary disk management
Page migration
Swap table migration
Real 110 processing
Nucleus creation
Initialization
Termination
Interrupt handling
Timer management
Virtual 110 processing
Paging
Shadow table management
Spooling
Dispatcher
Schedule
Monitor
Console function management
Command lookup
Virtual machine logonllogoff
Directory
Accounting
Diagnose interface
AP/MP considerations
Microcode assists

This course is designed to provide students with a comprehensive understanding of the various
CMS prog ramming environments. The course explains
native CMS programming facilities and those available unde r os
simulation , as well as EXEC
processors and the SP interpreter
as programming languages

CMS marcos

Audience
System programmers with experience using, installing, and
maintaining VM who require an
in-depth knowledge of the CP
component of VM/HPO

Prerequisites
The course VM/CMS Workshop
(page 40), or equivale nt experience
The course VM Installation
Workshop (page 41), or equivalent experience
The course CP Advanced Topics
(page 41), or equivalent experience
VM/llPO license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment.

Objectives
• Describe the major CP control
blocks
• Relate the cr control logic
flow to the function al areas
listed unde r Topics

Labs
Topics are reinforced with dump
analysis and online computer
exercises.

Days

Tuition

10

$3,000

Location

Dates*

Santa Clara
Columbia

04/28-05/09
07/14 - 07/25

* Classes do not meet on weekends.

CMS environments
EXEC processors and SP inte r-

preter
Menu programs
User handled interrupts
Nucleus extensions
Auxiliary directories
DCSS

1ucv interface

Labs
Audience
Application and system
programmers who have knowledge of assembler language
and who require an in-depth
knowledge of CMS programming
capabilities

This course is lab intensive.
Topics are reinforced with online computer exercises. All
exercises require assembler
language programming.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,340

Prerequisites
Assembler language experience

Location

Dates

EXEC/S P interpreter experience

Columbia
Chicago
Santa Clara
Columbia
Houston
New York

01/27-01/31
03/ 10- 03/ 14
03/ 31 - 04/04
05/ 12-05/ 16
06/09- 06/13
07/21 - 07/25

VM/SP or VM/HPO license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment.

Objectives
• Understand the CMS programming environments
• Utilize the established CMS
coding conventions
• Utilize the CMS basic services
• Understand the CMS facilities
that allow users to handle
interrupts
• Utilize the nucleus extensio ns
and SUBCOMS
• Create and load a ocss
• Utilize the auxiliary directories
• Util ize the I UCV interface
"... an excellent course for VM
system programmers, provided
they have a strong background in
assembler."
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CMS Internals

VM Performance and Capacity
Planning
Topics

Topics
Abstract
This course is intended for system programmers who require
an in-depth knowledge to maintain and enhance CMS/SP and to
diagnose problems within CMS .

Audience
System programmers with experience using, installing, and
maintaining CMS, assembler language, and the CMS update
facility

Prerequisites
The course YM/CMS Workshop
(page 40), or equivalent experience
The course YM Installation
Workshop (page 41), or equivalent experience
The course CMS Advanced
Topics (page 43), or equivalent
experience
VM/SP or VM/HPO license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recommended preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enrollment .

Objectives
• Describe the main components of CMS
• Understand the fo llowing
areas listed under Topics from
a functional viewpoint

overview
Storage management
Initialization of CMS
CMS command processing
svc processing
Executors and CMS system product interpreter
Console l/O processing
Synchronous I IO processing
CM s file system
o s disk access methods
CMS VSAM interface
CMS TUCY interface
Time r management
Program check interrupt
processing
Abend processing
System product ed itor overview
CMS batch facility
Using shared segments (ocss)
CMS

The goal of this course is to provide students with the information necessary to tune a YM
system. Emphasis is placed on
using standard tools to recognize
and correct performance problems. Various soft ware packages
are discussed in relation to their
effect on performance. Also cove red are tuning considerations
for CM S and other guest
systems.

Computer exercises and dump
analysis Jabs are provided to
reinforce student achievement of
course objectives.

Days

Tuition

08

$2,000

Location

Dates*

Santa Clara
Chicago
Columbia

02/19-02/28
03/18 - 03/27
05/28- 06/06

* Classes do not meet on weekends.

Tuning methodology
Configuration considerations
Pagi ng considerations
110 considerations
System scheduler considerations
Software packages
Microcode and software assists
Capacity planning

Labs
Student understanding of course
topics is reinforced with lab exercises.

Days

Tuition

Audience

05

$1,400

System programmers and
analysts whose responsibilities
include performance

Location

Dates

Houston
Detroit
Chicago
Columbia
Santa Clara

01 /20 - 01124
03/17 - 03/21
04/14 -04/1 8
06/09 - 06113
07/21-07/25

Prerequisites
Labs

'The labs were well constructed
and really helped us go through
the logic presented in lectures."
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Abstract

Good working knowledge of YM
VMAP license, SMART license,
and either VM/SP or VM/HPO
license

Objectives
• Understand the schedul er
• Utilize the MONITOR and
INDICATE commands for data
coll ection
• Understand the scheduling
effects of the various SRM
commands
• Utilize software packages to
identify performance
problems
• Be able to correct performance problems
• Be able to anticipate future
bottlenecks

SYSTEMS EDUCATION COURSES

VM
VM Diagnostic Techniques

VM for Operators*

Topics
Abstract
This course provides a systematic approach to handling VM
pro blem diag nosis and resolution . Students learn a methodology relati ng to resolution
techniques for the CP and CMS
components of VM. The course
emphasizes online resolution using software and hardware
debugging aids.

CP logic and control block
overview
Error recording informat io n
Trace table e ntries
Prog ram event recording
IPCS/E
Analysis
CP debugging methodology
CMS logic and control block
overview
SVCTRACE
CMS debugging methodology

Audience

Labs
This course is lab intensive. Stu dent unde rstanding of course
topics is reinforced by o nline
dump analysis.

Prerequisites

VM/S P

or

VM/ H PO

license

Preparatory Readings
A list of recomme nded preparatory readings is mailed at the
time of enro ll ment .

Objectives
• Identi fy problems o nline using JPCS/E and/or ANALYZE
• Understa nd CP trace table
e ntries
• Trace CP logic flow using
TRACE and PER
• Understand CMS debugging
aids
• Establ ish a methodology for
problem resolutio n
• Diffe rent iate between ha rdware and software proble ms

In this course. students arc introduced to virtual machine concepts, v M facilities. and control
and management of the virtual
machine environme nt. Students
also learn the operational cons iderations unique to supporting
guest operating systems.

Audience
Ind ividuals involved with the
daily operation of VM/'370

System programmers whose
responsibilities include resolution of software ma lfunctio ns

The course CP Inte rnals (page
42), or eq uivalent expe rience
The course CMS Internals (page
44), o r equivalent experience

Abstract

Days

Tuition

05

$1,425

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Columbia
Santa Clara
Columbia

01/13 - 01/17
04121-04/25
06/16- 06/20
08/04-08/08

Topics
Virrual machine co ncepts
Initialization procedures
Controll ing real devices
Guest SCP considerations
Mo nito ring syste m performance
VM/ PE

Days

Tuition

02

Varies

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information, call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.

Prerequisites
Experience with operati ng at
least o ne virtual storage operating system , such as vs 1 or MYS
Familiarity with CP/CMS commands for the general user

Objectives
• Describe the d ifference between a virtual machine and a
real machine
• Understand the purpose and
appropriateness of the four
types of VM starts: COLD,
WARM' CKPT ' and FORCE
• IPL a g uest operating system
into a virtual machine
• Display and alte r the virtual
machine configuration
• Take a stand-alone dump of a
virtual machine and the real
machine
• Recover from a disabled VM
operator conso le
• Activate and terminate operation of unit record devices
controlled by VM
• Use the VM commands INDICATE and QUERY to monitor
system performance
• Understand and operate
Amdahl's VM / Performance
Enha ncement (YM/PE)
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Communications
Systems
Teleprocessing Fundamentals
Topics
Abstract
As an introduction to data com-

munications, this course provides an in-depth survey of
current network hardware and
software, with emphasis on
IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA) . The course
prepares students for advanced
study in data communications.

Audience
Experienced system or application programmers

Prerequisite
Basic data processing experience

Objectives
• Demonstrate an understanding of current teleprocessing
technology and its historical
evolution
• Identify the basic hardware
a nd software compone nts of a
teleprocessing network
• Describe these link level protocols : start/stop, binary synchronous communications,
synchronous data link control , and high-level data link
control
• Demonstrate an understanding of SNA and x .25
• Describe the functions pe rfor med by the following access methods: BTAM ,
ACF/ TCAM, ACF/VTAM, EP,

and ACF/ NCP

Historical development of
teleprocessi ng systems
Data communications hardware
Common carriers
Line protocols
Introduction to SNA and x.25
SNA command structure
Data flow in an SNA environment
Telecommunications access
methods
Overview of BTAM, ACF/TCAM,
ACF/VTAM, EP, and ACF/ l'CP

Days

Tuition

03

$750

Location

Dates

Columbia
Houston
Minneapolis
New York
Chicago
Santa Clara
Detroit
Houston

01121 - 01123
02119-02/21
03111-03113
04129-05101
05113 - 05/15
05128 - 05130
07108 - 07/11
08105- 08107

Network Planning Workshop

Abstract
This course introduces stude nts
to a network planning methodology that can be applied to
designing networks to meet
throughput, response time, and
other management objectives.
The methodology is reinforced
with class exercises usi ng
MLSS MIND as a modeling tool.

Audience
System programmers responsible for the design, evaluation ,
and implementation of networks
supported by Amdahl or compatible mainframes

Prerequisite

Topics
Management objectives
Data collection and reduction
Workload analysis
Node configuration
Circuit structure
Topology construction
Multiplexing
Multiplexer placement and
selection
Equipme nt selection
Dial-up faci lities
Packet network facilities
Use of MLSS/ MINO

Days

Tuition

05

$1,500

Location

Dates

Columbia
Chicago

03124-03128
06/02 - 06106

The course Teleprocessing Fundamental s (described on this
page), or equivalent experience

Objectives
• Plan new networks using the
network design methodology
• Perform response time.
throughput, and availability
analysis
• Design cost-effective network
topology using different algorithms
• Es ti mate network costs for
analog and digital lines
• Determine multiplexer/concentrator locations to reduce
network costs

•

"Would I recommend this
course? Yes. In every Amdahl
class I have atte nded, the
presentation , instructors, etc.,
have been excellent."
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ACF/VTAM Installation Workshop
Topics
Abstract
T his course is designed to acquaint students with the process
of install ing ACFIVTAM. Students
learn to code the mac ros used to
define and customize a V TA M
network . The learning is re inforced with classroom exercises.
(This course covers the network definition aspects of
ACF/ V TA M installation, not the
SMP process.)

Audience
Syste m programmers responsible for installing and ma intaining an ACF/VTAM network

Prei nstallation planning
Defining network resources
Establishment of routes
Cross-domain connections
Start options
Session related defi nitions
Backup and recovery

Days

Tuition

03

$1,050

Location

Dates

Columbia
Santa Clara
Houston
Santa Clara
Houston
Chicago
Santa Clara

01127 - 01129
02124 - 02126
03/24 - 03/26
04/16-04/1 8
05127 - 05129
06/ ll - 06113
07128-07130

ACF/NCP Installation Workshop

Abstract
The goal of this course is to provide an in-depth understand ing
of the NCP generation process,
and the details for cod mg
macros to support local or remote NCPS. In addition, the
course offers information on tuning and performance considerations and current technology
changes, as well as online labs
to provide students with the opportunity to app ly the ir skills.

Objectives
• Develop a plan for insta lling a
VTAM network
• Describe the process of defi ning a V TAM network
• Code the macros used in
defi ning network resources to
VTAM

• Define startup and session establishment procedures to
VTAM

• Establish procedures for
backup and recovery in an
ACF/VTAYI network
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re leases and distri bution
3705/4705 hardware
Host and NCP associations
Resource naming conventions
NCP gene ration process
NCP macros
Loading and dumping process
Maintenance policies and
procedures
Tuning and performance
3725 diffe re nces
ACF/ N CP

Days

Tuition

03

$1.050

Audience
System prog rammers responsible for installing and supporting
ACF/ NCP

Prerequisites
The cou rse Teleprocessi ng Fundame ntals (page 47) , or equ ivalent experience
ACF/VTAM license

Topics

Prerequisites
The course Teleprocessing Fundamentals (page 47), or equivalent experience
ACF/NCP license

Objectives
• Describe the ACF/ NCP generation process
• Identify host access method
dependencies
• Select and code appropriate
macros
• Understand loadi ng and
dumping process

Location

Dates

Columbia
Santa Clara
Houston
Santa Clara
Houston
Chicago
Santa Clara

01/22 - 01 /24
02/19 - 02/21
03/ 19- 03/21
04121- 04123
05121 - 05/23
06/16 -06/18
07123 -07125
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Systems
SNA Problem Analysis Workshop
Topics
Abstract
In this course, students arc
offered the basic skills needed to
diagnose errors in an SNA network to identify the failing component. Students learn by
analyzing data collected during
network failures. Each analysis
e nds with a resolution of the
problem.

Overview of network components
VTAM buffer trace
NCP line trace
Hardware tools
Using deductive reasoning to
isolate causes of fai lure
Network control center approach

Days

Tuition

05

$1,500

Audience

Location

Dates

System programmers responsible for diagnosing network
errors

Santa Clara
Columbia
Houston
Chicago
Santa Clara
Houston
Columbia

01113-01/17
02/24 - 02/28
03/17 - 03/21
04/07 - 04/ l l
05/19-05/23
06/23 - 06/27
08/11 - 08/ 15

Prerequisites
The course Teleprocessing Fundamentals (page 47), or equivalent experience
Either the course ACF/VTAM Installation Workshop (page 48) or
the course ACF/NCP Installation
Workshop (page 48)

Objectives
• Describe in terms of functionality the various components
of an SNA network
• List the available tools for
gathering data about network
errors
• Form a systematic approach
to analyzing network
problems
• Solve a series of common network fai lures using available
data
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ACF/VTAM Problem Analysis
Workshop

ACF/VTAM Internals

Abstract
This course provides detailed information on ACF/YTAM functional components. The course
emphasizes SNA, and its lab exercises give students practical
experience in dump analysis.

Audience
System programmers with basic
teleprocessing knowledge who
have had exposure to an SNA
network

Topics
Introduction to SNA
Application coding overv iew
Initialization and termination
Storage management
Process scheduling services
Application program interface
SSCP

Transmission subsystem component
Logical unit serv ices/physical
unit services

Days
07

Abstract
This course is des igned to teach
the skills needed to isolate an
ACl'IYTAM abend to a symptom
and a fa iling module. Students
use this information to determine if the error is the resu lt of
a known problem or if the vendor will have to be called to fix
the code. Lectures arc reinforced with numerous labs using
a variety of ACF/VTAM dumps.

Topics
ACF/VTAM dispatcher
Major queuing points in
ACF/ Y TAM

Diagnostic tools
Finding abends
Finding loops
Finding waits
Forming search arguments for
INFO MVS

Gathering documentation about
a problem

Tuition

Days

Tuition

$2,100

05

$1,500

Audience
Prerequisites

Location

Dates*

Basic knowledge of teleprocessing fundam entals
Working knowledge of MVS
(useful but not ma ndatory)
ACF/VTAM license

Santa Clara
Columbia

02/03 -02/11
04/23- 05/01

Objectives
• Analyze an ACF/VTAM line
trace
• Identify the major macros
used in an ACF/VTAM application program and describe
their usage
• Identify the types of data
flowing in an ACF/VTAM
network
• Identify the major control
blocks used by initialization
• Identify the location, current
location, and contents of various ACF/ VTAM storage pools
• Locate and describe the status
of all ACF/VTAM tasks
• Identify all control blocks and
queues used to control the
flow of data within ACF/VTAM
• Identify the control blocks
used by System Services Control Point (ssCP)
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* Classes do not meet on weekends.

System programmers responsible for maintaining ACF/YTAM

Prerequisites
The course Teleprocessing Fundamentals (page 47) , or equivalent experience
The course ACF/VTA M Installation Workshop (page 48), or
equ ivalent experience
ACF/VTAM license

Objectives
• Describe the technique used
to schedule and dispatch
ACF/VTAM work
• Use a stand-alone or svc
dump to locate the YTAM
modules that are executing or
waiti ng to be executed

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Houston

06102 - 06106
07114 - 07/18

SYSTEMS EDUCATION COURSES

Communications
Systems
ACF/NCP Problem Analysis
Workshop
Topics
Abstract
This course is designed to teach
the skills needed to isolate an
ACFINCP abcnd to a symptom
and a fai ling module. Students
use this information to determ ine if the e rror is the result of
a known problem, o r if the vendor w ill have to be called o n to
fi x the code. Lectures are reinforced with numerous labs using
a variety of ACF/ NCP dumps.

3705/4705 programming levels
NCP dispatchers
NCP queuing
Diag nostic tools
Finding abends
Finding waits
Finding loops
Forming search arguments for
INFO MVS

Gathering documentation about
a problem

Prerequisites
The course Teleprocessing Fundamentals (page 47) , or equivalent experience
The course ACF/ NCP Installation
Workshop (page 48), or equivalent experience
ACF/NCP

license

Objectives
• Identify the components of
NCP that run in each of the
five programming levels of
the 3705/4705 communications controller
• Describe the way in which
work is dispatched within
each of the programming
levels of the 3705/4 705
• Discuss techniques for isolating NCP failures to a failing
component

Topics

Abstract

SNA overv iew

In this course stude nts are
offered deta iled information and
in-depth knowledge of 3705/4705
a rchitecture and the functional
components of the Network
Control Program (NCP) . The
course emphas izes NC P structure
and flow, NCP control blocks,
d ump analysis, and line traces.

Days

Tuition

Audience

05

$1,500

System programmers responsible for supporting an ACF/NCP
network

Audience
System programmers responsible for maintaining ACF/ NCP

3705/4705 Architecture and
Network Control Program

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Chicago

05/05 - 05/09

07107 - 07111

Prerequisites
Basic knowledge of teleprocessing fundamentals
MVS systems programming
background (useful but not mandatory)
ACF/NCP

license

Objectives
• Understand 3705/4705 components, instruction set, interrupt scheme, and
programming levels
• Identify the major NCP components
• Identify the major control
blocks used by NCP components
• Understand the data flow
through NCP
• Understand the NCP dump
analysis approach

3705/4705 hardware overview

ccu and channe l adapters
Communication scanners
Line traces
NCP overview
Supervisor
CA-IOS
INN path control (explicit and

virtual routing)
Physical services
Boundary network node
Link scheduler
BSCISS processor
Cross-subarea link procedures
NTO
x .25 interface to NCP
NCP dump analysis

Days

Tuition

07

$2,100

Location

Dates*

Columbia
Santa Clara

01 /22-01/30
04/09 -04117

* Classes do not meet on weekends.
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Data Systems Curriculum

IMSNS Concepts and
Facilities
page 53

IMSNS Data Base/
Data
Communications
App lication
Programming with
MFS*

page 56

Communications
Performance and
Tuning
page 55

*This is a nonscheduled course, available by contract
for presentation on a customer's premises. For further
information, call 800-538-8460, extension 6393.
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IMS/VS Concepts and Facilities

Topics
Abstract
This course is designed to
fam iliarize students with the e ntire spectrum of 1:vrs usage. The
course provides a complete overview of how IMS concepts and
faci lities fi t and work togethe r.

Audience
System engineers responsible for
IMS accounts, or data processing
personnel wishing to pursue
IMS/VS application programming, IMS/VS data base administration, or IMS/VS syste m
programming as a career path

data base/data communications in a n MYS environment
Message flow and processing
Data base design
Data communications facilities
Scheduling fac ility
Application programming and
DL/I facility
Logging fac ility
Checkpoint/restart facility
Utilities
Fast path
Installation planning
Performa nce and tu ning
IMS/VS

Days

Tuition

05

$1,200

Pre re qui site

Location

Dates

Conceptual knowledge of MYS ,
data management, and TP access
methods

Santa Clara
Houston
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles

01127 - 01/31
03/24 - 03/28
04/28 - 05/02
06123 - 06/27

Objectives
• Describe the IMS/VS system
• Generate a plan to guide the
IMS user in implementing
IMS/VS

• Describe an IMS data base
and understand the implications of the choice of data
base organizational forms and
po inters
• Describe the design and
structure of IMS batch and online application programs
• Describe the IMS/VS faci lities
that provide data integrity and
system availability

07121 - 07125

"Would I recommend this
course? Yes, very much. It is
much more than a basic overview, it's an excellent fundamental course."

IMS/VS Data Base Design

Abstract
fn this course students learn the
concepts of IMS data base organization. The course includes
both the physical and logical
aspects of data bases and secondary indexing. It briefl y covers
the concept of designing IM S
data bases for performance.

Audience
Individuals performing data base
administration or data base systems programming fu nctions

Prerequisite
Basic knowledge of OS/VS job
control language and OS/VS data
management access methods

Objectives
• Describe the OS/VS data management access methods used
by IM S/VS
• Design an IMS data base and
understand the implications of
the choice of data base organizational forms
• Identify various options fo r
defining the data base and
their impact on processing
• Generate a DBD for a physical
data base
• Describe the data base
processing facil ities provided
through the use of secondary
indices
• Generate the DBD and PSB
control blocks to establish
and define secondary indices
• Perform DBD definitions to
establish and define logical
relationships
• Describe the rules for defi ning and processing logical
data bases
• Identify IMS/VS utilities fo r
establishing logical relationships

Topics
data management access
methods used by IMS/VS
Data base design
D BDGEN and PSBGEN
Preparation of OS/VS data sets
and loading of data bases
Introduction to secondary indices and DB D coding for data
bases with secondary indices
PCB coding fo r an appl ication
program which uses secondary
indices
Creation and reorganization of
data bases with secondary
indices
Defining a logical relationship
DBD definiti ons to establish and
define logical relationships
Rules fo r defining and processing logical data bases
Creation and reorgan ization of
data bases with logical relationships

OS/VS

Labs
Students design a phys ical data
base and generate the DBD control blocks , load the data base,
and execute some DL/I calls
against it. Students then expand
the data base to include the creation of a secondary index. In the
next lab exercise, students design a logical data base, create
the DBD control blocks, load the
data bases, and execute ou1
calls.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,500

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Santa Clara

03/31- 04/04
07 /28 - 08/01
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IMS/VS Installation Workshop

Abstract
This course is designed as a
hands-on workshop to prepare
students for the day-to-day planni ng and executio n of IMS/VS
system generatio n. Students perform IMS/VS preinstallation planning, system configuration, and
generatio n unde r the MVS environment.

Topics
Preinstallation planning
Program product installation
Postinstallation conside rations

Labs
Lab sessio ns cover pre installation planning and IMS/VS system
generation exercises.

Days

Tuition

04

$1,400

Audience

Location

Dates

System programmers and other
personne l involved in planning
and installing the IMS/VS syste m

Santa Clara
Columbia
Santa Clara
Houston

02110-02113
03/31 - 04/03
05/19- 05/22
07107-07110

Prerequisites
Knowledge of general IMS/VS
system concepts
Familiarity with assemble r
macro language sy ntax
Familiarity with TSO/SPF

IMS1vs license

Objectives
• Pe rform IMS/VS pre installation planning under MYS
• Prepa re the IMS/VS system definiti on
• Pe rform stages I and II of
IMS/VS system generatio n
• Perfo rm postinstallation require ments

IMS/VS Problem Determination

Abstract
The goal of this course is co provide students with the necessary
skills fo r problem determination
in the IMS/VS batch and online
enviro nments. The course emphasizes speed of diagnosis
rather than the inte rnals of
IMS vs. Exercises in dump analysis and other subjects reinforce
the class lectures.

Audience
System programmers, data base
administrators, and application
programmers involved in IMS/VS
problem determination

Prerequisites
Working knowledge of IMS/VS
Conceptual understanding of
MVS
Familiarity with MYS dump
reading
IMS/VS license

Objectives
• Demonstrate the ability to approach IMS/VS problems in an
effective and efficient manner
• Explain the structure and contents of IMS/VS regions
• Identify the fa iling component
• Determine if a given problem
has already been reported
• Identify available documentation fo r problem determination
• Identify additio nal sources of
information available in
IMS/VS

Topics
IMS DB/DC overview
MVS concepts
Application interface
Data base module flow
Data base control blocks
D ata base formats
D ump layouts
Methodology
Useful debugging tools
IMS dispatcher and !TASKS
Communications
Interregion commun ications
Dependent region initialization
Scheduling
DL/1 calls
Common appl ication programming e rrors
Useful problem determination
aids
!PCS a nd IMS

labs
Lab sessions cover batch soc7;
HD pointer chasing; batch 850;

control region wait -SAP and
CLB analysis; control region
wait - PST analysis; MPP soc7;
control region u0113; BMP
u0850; and consolidated traces.

Days

Tuition

05

$1,500

Location

Dates

Santa Clara
Columbia
Houston
Santa Clara
Chicago

03103 -03107
04/14 -04/18
06102 - 06106
06/16- 06/20
08/04 - 08/08

"1 would recommend th is course
to all IMS software/ DB types. It
gives fundamentals to approach
varying types of problems."
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IMS/VS Data Base/Data
Communications Performance
and Tuning
Abstract
T his course describes the system
components that relate to the
performance of an IMS/VS
DB/ oc system and some of the
monitoring tools available to
measure the performance.

Audience
System programmers responsible fo r the monitoring and tuning of IMS/VS

Prerequisites
Familiarity with IMS/VS at a system programming level
Some knowledge of MYS (useful
but not mandatory)
A copy of an IMS DB/ D C Monitor Report

Objectives
• Identify the system components that relate to IMS/VS
DB/ DC performance
• Identify some of the tools
available to measure the pe rformance of the system
• Gather and analyze the data
available through the monitoring tools
• Specify system changes to improve performance
• Make systematic plans for
better performance in the
areas of application program
and data base design
• Identify and measure the performance impact of significant IMS data base des ign
options related to:
- os access methods
- IMS data base organizational forms
• Describe the implications of
using VSAM with IMS data
bases
• Identify the data base buffe ring techniques used by IMS

Introduction to Relational Data
Bases and DB2

Topics
Performance monitoring and
tuning
IMS/VS transaction flow and
areas of performance impact
M YS data collection routines and
a nalysis of MVS related performance data
CMS/ VS data collection routines
and analysis of IMS/VS related
performance data
Relation of IM S/VS performance
data to IMS/VS resources and resource definitions
IMS/VS application program design for performance
IMS/VS data base design for performance
Data base aids, DBPROTOTYPE,
and SMU-2
Monitoring of IMS data bases
using the data base monitor
Guidelines for improved IMS
data base performance
Use of YSAM for IMS data bases
HDAM optimization
DL/I buffering

Abstract
This course offers students information about new relational
products: IBM Data Base 2
(DB2) , Query Management Facility (QMF), and Data Extract
(DXT) . The course provides an
overview of relational concepts
and their implementation in
DB2 . The main focus of the
course is on the facilities and
use of the three products. Also
included are topics covering the
performance of DB2 and considerations on whether DB2 or
IM S/VS DL/I should be used for a
new application .

Tuition

Prerequisites

$1,200

Familiarity with DB/ DC system
and appl ication concepts
Familiarity with data base design concepts

Dates
03110- 03/14
04128- 05102
05112-05/16
07128-08/01

"The instructor explained things
well and was patient,
knowledgeable, and personable."

DB2, QMF ,

and

DXT

Relational overview
Table and DB2 application
design
The SQL language
DB2 application programming
DB2 interactive inte rface
Q uery and DXT overview
DB2 operation and recovery
IMS/VS, C ICS, and TSO interfaces
to DB2
Performance considerations

Days

Tuition

03

$675

Location

Dates

Santa Clara

04/21 - 04/23

Audience

Days

Location

Introductions to

Individuals who wish to obtain
an overview of DB2 , QMF , and
DXT, or who wish to evaluate
the use of these new products
with respect to IMS/VS

05

Houston
Santa Clara
Columbia
Santa Clara

Topics

Objectives
• Describe the concepts and advantages of the relational data
model
• Demonstrate a conceptual understanding from an application and a system viewpoint
of the facilities provided by
DB2, QMF ' and DXT
• Describe the differences between applications suitable
for use with DB2 and those
suitable for use with IMS/VS
DLII

• Provide an overview of the
performance that can be
expected from DB2
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IMS/VS Data Base/
Data Communications Application
Programming with MFS*

Topics

Topics
Abstract
This course addresses the
IMS/VS applicatio n programming
environment. It prepares students for the designing and coding of batch and online
application programs, and provides the necessary information
to code and generate 3270 sc reen
and message formats used by
message format services. T he
course includes a set of interrelated lab assignme nts that
focus on individual DL/I coding
aspects and on the overall
IMS/VS programming effort.
Batch Terminal Simulato r (BTS)
is used extensively to test the lab
assignments and is also o ne of
the course topics.

·Audience
Application programmers

Prerequisites
Knowledge of one of the following programming languages:
assemble r, COBOL, or PL/l

Objectives
• Describe the design and
structure of IM S/VS batch and
Online application programs
• Describe and use the DL/I
call s that interface with the
IMS/VS data base/data commu nications facilities
• Describe the flow of an
IMS/VS message from and to
the display dev ice
• Describe the various MFS o ptio ns available to the appl ication program
• Describe the physical and logical paging capabi lities
provided by MFS
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IMS/VS data base/data communications in an MYS enviro nment
Design and analysis of IMS/VS
batch and online application
programs
Defining an applicatio n program
to IMS/VS
Scheduling an IMS/VS batch application program
PSBGEN and PCB masks
Data base manipulation using
ou1 calls
Message fl ow in an IMS/VS online environment
Scheduling an IMS/VS o nJ ine
application program
Communicati ng with terminals
and other application programs
Conversational programs
Introduction to the hardware
characteristics of the IBM 3270
display system
Overview of MFS control blocks
Message input handling
M essage output handling
Phys ical and logical paging
IBM 3270 special hardware features and extended attributes
Advanced coding techniques
Assembling MFS fo rmats
Using BTS effectively to test IMS
application programs

labs
Students will code and test
IMS/VS batch and onJine programs, as well as the device formats and message descriptors
used for the o nline applications.
TSO/SPF is used for editing and
testing the assignments.

Days

Tuition

08

Varies

* This

IMS/VS Recovery/Restart*

is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a c ustomer's premises. For further information, call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.

Abstract
This course prepares students to
desig n recovery and restart
procedures for the IMS/VS system . Th is course includes startup and te rminatio n procedures
for normal and emergency situatio ns fo r an IMS/VS online environment . The course also
describes the data base recovery
control fac ility.

Audience
IMS/VS system programmers and
senior IMS/VS o perations staff

Overview of IMS/VS batch and
onJine
Objectives, principles, and operations of IMS recovery/ restart
Introduction to DBRC
IMS/VS system activity and
application-program activity
recording
IMS/VS normal shutdown and
restart
IMS/VS abnormal shutdown and
restart
IMS/VS recovery utilities
DBRC recovery facilities
Recovery of DBRC data sets

Days

Tuition

Prerequisite

03

Varies

Good working knowledge of
IMS/VS

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information , call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.

Objectives
• Describe the recovery/restart
components of IMS/VS
• Identify abnormal situations
and describe the actions to be
taken
• Use the IMS/VS utilities and
operator commands to perform data base and system recovery
• Develop application standards
concerning recovery/restart of
batch message programs
(BMPS)
• Describe the operation facilities provided through the data
base recovery control faci lity
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IMS/VS Fast Path Implementation*
Topics
Abstract
This course fa miliarizes students
with the Fast Path feature of
IMS/VS . Students learn the new
data base and system facilities
available with the feature, as
well as the feature's implementation in the existing IMS/VS system. Students also learn topics
relating to conversion to Fast
Path and to performance improvements possible through
Fast Path.

Audience
Data base design technicians and
system programmers involved in
planning, installing, and using
the IMS/VS Fast Path feature

data communications and
Fast Path message ftow
Expedited message handling
Main storage data bases
Data entry data bases
IMS/VS Fast Path system
facilities
Conversion to Fast Path and
related performance improvements
IMS/VS
IMS/VS

Days

Tuition

03

Varies

* This is a nonscheduled course,
available by contract for presentation
on a customer's premises. For further information, call 800-538-8460,
extension 6393.

Prerequisites
Knowledge of IMS/VS data base/
data communications system and
application concepts
Knowledge of IMS/VS data base
design concepts

Objectives
• Describe the differences between Fast Path and IMS/VS
full function message flows
• Describe the new data base
types and the system facilities
available with the Fast Path
feature
• Identify the impact on application programming of using
the Fast Path feature
• Integrate the Fast Path system
definition macros into the
existing IMS/VS data communications system
• Describe the reasons for
higher transact ion throughput
with the Fast Path feature as
compared to full function
IMS/VS
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Part Three

Courses,
Seminars,
and Workshops
by Location

3
Western Region 60
Santa Clara, California 60
Los Angeles 61
South Central Region 61
Houston 61
Midwestern Region 62
Chicago 62
Detroit 63
Minneapolis 63
Eastern Region 63
Columbia, Maryland 63
Atlanta 64
New York 64
Washington 64

Western Region

Santa Clara, California/Los Angeles

Course Title

Days Dates

Tuition

SANTA CLARA
MYS

MVS Concepts and Facilities
Job Control Language/as
Utilities
Assembler 1

2
5

02/ l 9- 02/20 $ 110
02/24-02/28
910

5

1,095

MVS Assembler and Macro
Workshop
MVS Supervisor and Data
Management Workshop
VSAM Workshop

5

01113 -01117
03/10-03/14
01 /27-01131

5

04/07 -04/11

1,050

VSAM Advanced Topics
Introduction to MVS
MVS System Fundamentals

5
5

Workshop

5

10

5

MVS Insta llation Workshop

5
5

JES2 Customization Workshop 5
MVS Customization Workshop 5
MVS/SP 1 Structure and Flow 10
MVSJSP2 Structure and Flow 10
MVS/SP2 Diagnostic
Techniques

5

VM
VM Concepts and Facilities

2

VM/CMS Workshop

5

VM Installation Workshop

SD

CP Internals
HPODifferences
HPO Internals
CMS Advanced Topics
CMS Internals
VM Performance and

5

02/03-02/07
06/23 -06127
02/03-02/07
03/10 -03/14
01120 -01/31 *
03117 -03128*
04/28 - 05/09*
06/09 -06/20*
07121 -08/01 *
03103-03107
06/23 -06/27
01120 -01/24
04107 - 0411 1
07/14-07118
01120-01/24
02/24-02/28
03/24 - 03/28
04/28- 05/02
06102 - 06/06
07/07 - 0711 1
04/21 - 04/25
07/14 - 07118
06/02-06113*
02/24 - 03/07*
04/28 - 05/09*
02110- 02114
05119 - 05/23

02/19 - 02120
07/01-07/02
01/27 - 01131
05112- 05/16
07 /07 - 07111
02/10 - 02/14
05/19 - 05/23
07 /14-07 /18

Days Dates
Tuition
5
01113 - 01117 $1,600
05112-05/16
01113-01124* 3,000
10
08/04-08115*
05/28-05/30
900
3
04/28 - 05/09* 3,000
10
03/31 - 04/04
1,340
5
02/19 - 02/28* 2,000
8
1,400
5
07/21 - 07 /25

Capacity Planning

VM Diagnosti c Techniques

MVS Performance Workshop

SMP/EMaintenance Workshop

1,050

Course Title
CP Advanced Topics

5

01/1 3-01117
06/ 16- 06/20

1,425

3

05/28- 05/30

750

3

7
5

02/24 - 02126
04/16-04/18
07/28-07/30
02/19 - 02121
04/21-04/23
07/23 - 07/25
01113 - 01117
05/19 -05/23
02/03 - 02111 *
06/02 - 06/06

5

05/05 - 05/09

1,500

7

04/09 -04117*

2,100

1,210
1,340
1,050
2,600

Communications Systems
Teleprocessing
Fundamentals
ACFNTAMInsta llation
Workshop

ACF/NCP Installation Workshop

3

SNA Problem Analysis

5

1,550
1,715
1,800

Workshop
ACFNTAM Internals
ACFNTAM Problem Ana lysis
Workshop
ACFINCP Problem Analysis
Workshop
3705/4705 Architecture and
Network Control Program

1,050
1,050
1,500
2,100
1,500

1,600
1,600
2,890
3,300

IMS/VS Concepts and

5

01127 - 01 /31

1,200

Facilities
IMS/VS Data Base Design

5

1,500

1,500

IMS/VS Installation Workshop

4

IMS/VS Problem

5

03/31 - 04/04
07 /28 - 08/01
02/10 - 02/13
05/19 - 05122
03103 -03107
06/16 - 06/20
04/28-05/02
07128 - 08/01
04/21- 04/23

675

110
1,225
1,340

Data Systems

Determination
IMSIYS Data Base/Data
Communications
Performance and Tuning
Introduction to Relational
Data Bases and os2

5
3

* C lasses do not meet on weekends.

1,400
1,500
1,200

South Central Region
Houston

Course Title
Systems Consulting Services
Effective Storage
Management
Tl Today and Tomorrow
Modeling and Analysis
Planning Workshop
CICSIVS Performance Tuning
Workshop
Project Manager's Workshop
Project Estimating Workshop
LOS ANGELES
MVS
MVS Concepts and Facilities
Job Control La nguage/os
Utilities
Assembler 1
MVS Assembler and Macro
Workshop
VSAM Workshop
MVS System Fundamentals
Workshop
SMP/EMaintenance Workshop

VM
VM Concepts and Facilities
VM/CMS Workshop
VM Instal lation Workshop
Data Systems
IMS/VS Concepts and
Facilities

Days Dates

Tuition

2

01129 - 01130

$ 695

2
3

02/25 - 02126
02/05-02/07

695
1,200

3

01/21 - 01/23
04/08 - 04/10
06/09 - 06/11
06112 - 06/13

1,050

3
2

1,050
695

2

01128- 01129
07/09 - 07110

110

5

06102 - 06106

910

5
5

06109- 06113
07114 - 07118

1,095
1,050

10

04/07 - 04/ 11
02/03 - 02/ 14*

1,210
2,600

5

05119 - 05/23

1,800

HOUSTON
MVS
MVS Concepts and Facilities
Job Control Language/OS
Utilities
Assembler 1
MVS Assembler and Macro
Workshop
MVS Supervisor and Data
Management Workshop
VSAM Workshop
VSAM Advanced Topics
Introduction to MVS
MVS System Fundamentals
Workshop

Days Dates

2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10

Tuition

05/14- 05/15 $ 110
01127 - 01 /31
910
04/07 - 04/11
02103 - 02107
1,095
04/14 - 04/18
03/1 0-03/14
1,050
06/02 - 06/06
02/24 - 02/28
1,050
01/13 - 01/17
06/ 09 - 06/13
04/ 21-04/24
01/20-01 /24
02/03 - 02/ 14*
04/28 - 05 /09*

1,210
1,340
1,050
2,600

07107 - 07118*

5

2
5
5

03/18- 03/ 19
06/16 - 06/20
06/23 - 06127

110
1,225
1,340

5

07121 - 07125

1,200

2

03112 - 03113

695

2
2
3
2

01121 - 01122
08112 - 08113
02124 - 02/26
02127 - 02128

695
695
1,050
695

Systems Consulting Services
Effective Storage
Management
Tl Today and Tomorrow
Capacity Planning Workshop
Project Manager's Workshop
Project Estimating Workshop

Course Title

MVS Perform ance Workshop
MVS Installation Workshop
SMP/E Maintenance Workshop

5

01127 - 01 /31
05112 - 05 /16
01 /20-01/24
04107 - 04 /11
07 /21 - 07/ 25
04/07 - 04/ 18*
08/04-08/15*
05/05 - 05/09

5

08/08 - 08122

1,600

2
5
5
5
10
3
5
5

01/28 - 01/29
02/24- 02/ 28
03/03 - 03/07
02/10- 02/14
03/10 - 03/ 21 *
04/29- 05/01
06/09 - 06/13
01/20-01/24

110
1,225
1,340
1,600
3,000
900
1,340
1,400

5
5
5

JES2 Customization Workshop 5
MVS/SP2 Structure and Flow 10
MVS/SP2 Diagnostic
Techniques
MVSAdva nced Functions

VM
VM Concepts and Facilities
VM/CMS Workshop
VM Installation Workshop
CP Advanced Topics
CP Internals
HPO Differences
CMSAdvanced Topics
VM Performa nee and
Capacity Planning

1,550
1,715
1,800
1,600
3,300
1,500

* Classes do not meet on weekends.
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SOUTH CENTRAL REGION

Midwestern Region
Chicago I Detroit /Minneapolis

Course Title
Communications Systems
Teleprocessing
Fundamentals
ACFNTAM Install ation
Works hop

Days Dates
3

3

ACF/NCP Installation Workshop

3

SNA Problem Analysis
Workshop
ACFNTAMProblem Analysis
Workshop

5

Data Systems
IMS/VS Concepts and
Facilities
IMS/VS Install ation Workshop
IMS/VS Problem Determination
IMS/VS Data Base/Data
Communications
Performance and Tuning

5

Tuition

02/19 - 02121 $ 750

03124-03/ 26
05/27 - 05/ 29
03119 - 03121
05121 - 05123
03117 - 03/ 21
06/23 - 06127
07 /14-07 /18

1,050

Course Title

05/28-05/29 $ 110
05/05 - 05/09
910

5

02/l 0- 02/14
05112- 05/16
07121 - 07 /25

1,095

VSAM Workshop

5

03103 - 03107

1,210

1,050
1.500

05/19 - 05/23

08104 - 08108

1,500

5

03/24-03/28

1,200

4
5
5

07107-07110
06102 - 06106

1,400
1,500
1,200

Systems Consulting Services
Data Processing Concepts
2
for Business Professionals
Capacity Planning Workshop
2

Tuition

2
5

VSAM Advanced Topics

03/10-03/14

Days Dates

CHICAGO
MVS
MVS Concepts and Facilities
Job Control Language/as
Utilities
Assembler 1

04/23 - 04124

695

03/24- 03/ 25

695

5

Introduction to MVS
5
MVS System Fundamentals
10
Workshop
MVS Performance Workshop
5
MVS Installation Workshop
5
SMP/E Maintenance Workshop 5

JES2 Customization Workshop 5
MVSISP2 Structure and Flow
10
MVSISP2 Diagnostic
5
Techniques

VM
VM Concepts and Facilities
VM/CMS Workshop
VM Installation Workshop
CP Adva nced Topics
CP Intern als
CMS Advanced Topics
CMS Internals
VM Perform anee and
Capacity Planning

03117 - 03121
08/11-08115
05/ 19 - 05/23
02/24- 03/07*
06/ l 6- 06127*
03/31 - 04/04
06/16- 06/20
04128- 05/02
06116 - 06/20
07 /21 - 07 /25
05/05 - 05/09
04107 -04/18*
04/21- 04/25

1,340
1,050
2,600
1,550
1,715
1,800

1,600
3,300
1,500

5
8
5

04/15 - 04/16
03/10-03/14
06/02 -06/06
06/09 -06/13
03/24-03/28
05/12 -05/23*
03/ 10- 03/14
03/ 18-03/27*
04/1 4- 04118

3

05/13-05115

750

5
3

06/02 - D6/06
06/11 - 06/13

1,500
1,050

3
5

06/16 - 06118

04107 - 04111

1,050
1,500

5

07107-07111

1,500

2
5
5
5

10

110
1,225
1,340
1,600
3,000
1,340
2,000
1,400

Communications Systems
Teleprocessing
Fundamentals
Network Planning Workshop
ACFNTAM Installation
Workshop
ACFINCP Installation Workshop
SNA Problem Analysis
Workshop
ACF/NCP Problem Analysis
Workshop

* Classes do not meet on weekends.
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Eastern Region
Columbia, Maryland IAtlanta
New York/Washington
Course Title

Days Dates

Tuition

Data Systems

IMSNS Concepts and
Facilities
IMSNS Problem Determination
Systems Consulting Services
Effective Storage
Management
Modeling and Analysis
Plan ning Workshop
Project Manager's Workshop
Project Estimating Workshop

5

06/23 -06/ 27

$1,200

5

08/04 - 08/08

1,500

2

04/30 - 05/01

695

3

06/25 - 06127

1,200

3
2

06/23- 06/25
06/26 - 06127

1,050
695

DETROIT
MVS

MVS Concepts and Facilities
Job Control Language/OS
Utilities
Assembler 1
YSAM Workshop
MVS System Fundamentals
Workshop
MVS Insta llation Workshop

2
5

04101 - 04/02
06/16 - 06/20

5
5
10

06/ 23 -06/27
04/ 21-04/25
05/12 - 05123*

1,095
1,210
2,600

5

04/28 - 05/02

1,715

VM
VM/CMSWorkshop
VMInstallation Workshop
VM Performance and
Capacity Planning

5
5

04/07 -04/11
04114 - 04118

5

Communications Systems
Teleprocessing
Fundamentals

3

MINNEAPOLIS
MVS
MYS System Fundamentals
Workshop
MYS Performance Workshop

110
910

COLUMBIA
MVS
MYS Concepts and Facilities
Job Control Langu age/os
Utilities
Assembler 1

MYS Assembler and Macro
Workshop
MYS Supervisor and Data
Management Workshop
VSAM Workshop
VSAM Advanced Topics
Introduction to MYS
MYS System Fundamentals
Workshop

Days Dates

2
5

5
5

06/16 -06/20

1,050

5
5
5
10

0311 0-03114
05/05 - 05/09
07121 - 07 /25
03110 - 03/21 *
05112 - 05123*
07128 - 08/08*
0211 0-02/ 14
07128- 08/0l
03110-03/ 14
02103 - 02/07
02/24-02/28
04/07 -04/ 11
06/02 - 06/06
07121 - 07125
03117 - 03/21
06123 - 06127
03117 - 03/ 28*
01127 - 02/07*
05112 -05/ 23*
07107 -07 / 18*
03/31 - 04/04
07 /21-07/ 25
06116 - 06/ 20

1,210
1,340
1,050
2,600

05/28 - 05/ 29
04/28 - 05/02
07128 - 08/01
05/05 - 05/ 09
08/04- 08/ 08
03/03 - 03/ 07
07/07 - 07111
04107 -04/18*
06116 - 06/ 27*
07129-07131
07114 - 07125*

110
1,225

5

5

MYS Installation Workshop
SMPIEMaintenance Workshop

5
5

1,225
1,340

JES2 Customization Workshop

5

03/17 -03/21

1,400

MVSISPl Structure and Flow
MVSISP2 Structure and Flow

10
10

07 /08 - 07 /10

750

MVSISP2 Diagnostic
Techniques
MYS Advanced Functions

Tuition

03/25 - 03/26 $ 110
01113 - 01/ 17
910
07/07 - 07/11
01/20 - 01/24
1,095
02/24- 02128
03/31-04/04
07/1 4- 07/1 8
04/28 - 05/02
1,050

MYS Performance Workshop

5
5

1,550
1,715
1,800

1,600
2,890
3,300

1,500
1,600

VM

10

07107 - 07118*

2,600

5

05119 - 05/ 23

1,550

Communications Systems

Teleprocessing
Fundamentals

Course Title

3

0311 1-03113

750

VM

Concepts and Facilities
VMIGMSWorkshop

2
5

VM Installation Workshop

5

GP Adv aneed Topics

5

GP Internals

10

HPO Differences
HPO Internals

3
10

1,340
1,600
3,000
900
3,000

* Classes do not meet on weekends.
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EASTERN REGION

Course Title
CMS Advanced Topics
CMS Internals
VM Performance and

Days Dates
Tuition
5
01127 -01/31 $1,340
05112-05116
05128-06/06* 2,000
8
5
06/09-06/13 1.400

Capacity Planning

VM Diagnostic Techniques
Communications Systems
Teleprocessing
Fundamentals
Network Planning Workshop
ACFNTAM Installation
Workshop
ACFINCP Installation Workshop
SNA Problem Analysis
Workshop
ACFNTAM Internals
3705/4705 Architecture and
Network Control Program
Data Systems
IMS/VS Installation Workshop
IMSNS Problem
Determination
IMS/VS Data Base/Data
Communications
Performance and Tuning

04/21-04/25
08/04-08/08

1,425

3

01121-01123

750

5
3

03/24- 03/28
01127-01129

1.500
1,050

3
5

01122- 01/24
02124 - 02128
08/11 - 08115
04/23- 05/01 *
01 /22 - 01 /30*

1.050
1,500

5

7
7

ATLANTA
MYS
Introduction to MVS
MVSISP2 Structure and Flow

4
5

03/31-04/03
04/14-04/18

1.400
1,500

5

05/12-05116

1.200

64

Tuition

NEW YORK
MYS

MVS Concepts and Facilities
Assembler 1
VSAM Workshop
Introduction to MVS
MVS System Fundamentals
Workshop
MVS Installation Workshop
SMPIE Maintenance Workshop

2
5
5
5
10

04/22 -04123 $ 110
07129 - 07 /30
1,095
05/19-05/23
05/12-05116 1.210
04/21- 04/26 1,050
04/07 - 04118* 2,600

10
5

08104- 08/08
05/05-05/09
06123-06127
02124-03107*
03/1 0-03/14

3,300
1,500

VM Concepts and Facilities
CMS Advanced Topics

2
5

08/05-08/06
07121 - 07 /25

110
1,340

Communications Systems
Teleprocessing
Fundamentals

3

04/29-05/01

750

5

04/28-05/02

1.200

2
3

04/15-04116
02111-02/13

695
1,050

3
2

05/05- 05/07
05/08 - 05/09

1,050
695

2
10

07/01 -07102
04/14-04/25*

110
2,600

2

07/15 - 07116

MVSISP2 Structure and Flow
MVSISP2 Diagnostic

5
5

1.715
1.800

Techniques

Data Systems

IMSNS Concepts and
Facilities

2

02112 - 02/ 13

695

2
3

06/25 - 06/26
04/23-04/25

695
1,200

Systems Consulting Service's
Tl Today and Tomorrow
CICSNS Performance Tun ing
Workshop
Project Manager's Worksh op
Project Estimating Workshop

2
3
2

05/20-05/21
04107 -04109
04/10-04/11

695
1,050
695

WASHINGTON
MYS

MVS Concepts and Facilities
MVS System Fundamentals
Workshop

5
10

06/23-06/27
06/02-06/13*

2
3

05/06-05/07
04/01 - 04/03

1,050
3,300

YM

VM Concepts and Facilities
HPO Differences

Days Dates

YM

2.100
2,100

Systems Consulting Services
Data Processing Concepts
for Business Professionals
Tl Today and Tomorrow
Modeling and Analysis
Planning Workshop
Capacity Planning Workshop
Project Manager's Workshop
Project Estimating Workshop

Course Title

110
900

YM

VM Concepts and Facilities

* C lasses do not meet on weekends.
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